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You are expected to spend 30 minutes on each subject shown on your timetable each day.

Each day use a page of your exercise book to evidence your work:  half a page per subject.

.

Homework Timetable

Year 10 Spring 2 Knowledge Organiser 2021

This timetable will be in 
use for students who 
are attending lessons in 
school.

For students who are 
working from home, 
Knowledge Organiser 
work will be 
incorporated into  the 
live lessons.  

All students should 
read for at least 20 
minutes each day.

33

Week starting

1st March

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday English Maths

Tuesday Option A Option B

Wednesday Option C Biology

Thursday Chemistry Physics

Friday English Maths

Week starting

8th March

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday English Maths

Tuesday Option A Option B

Wednesday Option C Biology

Thursday Chemistry Physics

Friday English Maths

Week starting

22nd March

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday English Maths

Tuesday Option A Option B

Wednesday Option C Biology

Thursday Chemistry Physics

Friday English Maths

Week starting

15th March

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday English Maths

Tuesday Option A Option B

Wednesday Option C Biology

Thursday Chemistry Physics

Friday English Maths

Week starting

22nd February

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday English Maths

Tuesday Option A Option B

Wednesday Option C Biology

Thursday Chemistry Physics

Friday English Maths

Week starting

29th Marchm

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday English Maths

Tuesday Option A Option B

Wednesday Option C Biology

Thursday Chemistry Physics

Friday English Maths



Section 1: Key Vocabulary 

Tier 3 
vocabulary 

Definition

Capitalism Trade and industry are 
controlled by private owners 
for profit, rather than by the 
state 

Socialism An economic system where 
everyone in the society equally 
owns the factors of production. 

Allegory A story that can be interpreted 
to reveal a hidden meaning, 
typically a moral or political 
one. 

Stave Dickens is acting as if the book 
is a Christmas carol, and each 
chapter is part of the song 

Tier 2 
vocabulary 

Definition

Hostility Unfriendliness or opposition 

Responsibi
lity

Having a duty to deal with 
something or of having control 
over someone 

Miser Person who hoards wealth and 
spends as little money as 
possible. 

Remorse Deep regret or guilt Callous An 
insensitive and cruel disregard 
for others 

Fate The outcome of a situation for 
someone or something 

Redemptio
n

The action of saving or being 
saved from sin, error, or evil. 

Ignorance Lack of knowledge or 
information 

Want A desire to possess or do 
(something); wish for

Hoard A store of money or valued 
objects, typically one that is 
secret or carefully guarded

A Christmas Carol Knowledge Organiser Key Themes:
Logic and Time 
Scrooge’s sense of logic is continually disrupted, 
helping to dismantle his cold and rational view of 
society. He initially dismisses the supernatural 
appearances, before then submitting to them. The 
ghosts are late to visit him, and then distort time as 
they seem to visit him all in one night – not over three 
nights as planned. This discarding of logic reflects 
Dickens’ criticism of the heartless economic logic that 
was used to create the New Poor Law.

Compassion, forgiveness and Reclamation
Dickens uses different characters to demonstrate 
compassion and forgiveness (Fred and Bob who feel 
pity for him) and how these people lead happy lives. In 
contrast, he shows the selfish nature of mankind in the 
dark and sinister Stave Four. Fred shows compassion 
and forgiveness in Stave Five by welcoming Scrooge in 
for Christmas.

Poverty and Greed
Dickens wanted to highlight the plight of the poor in 
Victorian England, and how they are exploited by the 
greed of the wealthy. He used the harshness of winter 
to further emphasise this. He also uses Scrooge as a 
vehicle to show that financial wealth does not mean 
contentment. Scrooge is impoverished in other ways 
(family, friends, happiness).

Isolation versus Family
We learn quickly that Scrooge (‘solitary as an oyster’) 
and Marley are isolated, and unhappy characters. 
Scrooge was Marley’s ‘sole friend and sole mourner’. 
The warmth and emotional richness of families (Bob 
Cratchitt’s, Fred’s, his ex-finacee’s) are used as a 
contrast to Scrooge’s self-determined isolation. The 
disruption to Scrooge’s childhood family life may have 
also contributed to his future behaviour. The message 
may be that family is the cornerstone of a happy 
society

Transformation
The novella contains many examples of 
transformation: the transformation of young Scrooge 
into an embittered old man; his transformation to a 
benevolent man; the transformation of Marley from 
selfish human to eternally suffering ghost; 
supernatural transformation; the transformation of 
the future – to save Scrooge and Tiny Tim. Dickens 
message may have been that it is never too late to 
change.

Ebenezer Scrooge
Miserly, solitary, 
covetous, stubborn, 
remorseful, redeemed

Bob Cratchit
Humble, devoted, 
caring, loyal, 
downtrodden

Fred
Persistent, forgiving,
hospitable, jovial, 
empathetic

Jacob Marley
Terrifying, remorseful, 
exhausted, tortured

Ghost of Christmas 
Past
Irrepressible, 
commanding, 
illuminating,
ephemeral

Ghost of Christmas 
Present
Jolly, jovial, angry, 
judgmental,

Ghost of Christmas 
Yet to Come
Foreboding, 
Foreshadowing, 
ominous, silent

Tiny Tim
Vulnerable, innocent, 
pure, thoughtful
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Section A: Key Vocabulary

Percentage Vocabulary Definition

Equivalent Worth the same amount

Percentage Parts per 100

Finding 10% Divide by 10

Finding 1% Divide by 100

Percentage change 𝑫𝒊𝒇𝒇𝒆𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒆

𝑶𝒓𝒊𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍
× 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Fractions to decimals Divide the numerator by the 

denominator using the bus 

stop method.

Decimals to fractions Write as a fraction over 10, 

100 or 1000 and simplify.

Percentages to 

decimals

Divide by 100

Decimals to 

percentages 

Multiply by 100

Fractions to 

percentages

Percentage is just a fraction 

out of 100. Make the 

denominator 100 using 

equivalent fractions.

When the denominator 

doesn’t go in to 100, use a 

calculator and multiply the 

fraction by 100.

Percentages to 

fractions

Percentage is just a fraction 

out of 100.

Write the percentage over 100

and simplify.

Compound interest Amount x percentage 

multiplieryears

Section B : Percentage and compound measure 

examples/formula
Percentage increase/decrease

Increase 500 by 20% (Non Calc):

10% of 500 = 50

so 20% of 500 = 100

500 + 100 = 600

Decrease 800 by 17% (Calc):

100%-17%=83%

83% ÷ 100 = 0.83

Percentage multiplier - Percentage ÷ 100

For increase – (100 + percentage) ÷ 100

For decrease – (100 - percentage) ÷ 100

Reverse percentages

A jumper was priced at £48.60 after a 10% reduction. Find its 

original price.

100% - 10% = 90%

90% = £48.60

1% = £0.54

Compound measures triangles 

MATHS FOUNDATION Spring 2

Section C; Variation Examples and definition
Direct proportion If two quantities are in 

direct proportion, as one 

increases, the other 

increases by the same 

percentage.

Direct proportion example 8 tickets to the cinema cost 

£20. how much do 15 

tickets cost?

£20 ÷ 8 = £2.30 (one ticket)

£2.50 x 15 = £37.50
Inverse proportion If two quantities are 

inversely proportional, as 

one increases, the other 

decreases by the same 

percentage.

Inverse Proportion example It take 3 people 15 hours to paint a 

room. How long does it take 6 

people? 

3 x 5 = 15 (15 hours of work)

15 ÷ 6 = 2.5 hours. 

Questions

1. 5 ticket for the zoo cost £57, how much do 9 tickets cost?
2. It take 10 hours for 2 people to build a wall, how long will 

it take 5 people?



Data
Qualitative Data – non-numerical data
Quantitative Data – numerical data
Continuous Data – data that can take any 
numerical value within a given range.
Discrete Data – data that can take only specific 
values within a given range.
Primary Data – collected yourself for a specific 
purpose.
Secondary Data – collected by someone else for 
another purpose.

Lower Quartile
Divides the bottom half of the data into two 
halves.
Upper Quartile
Divides the top half of the data into two halves.
Inter Quartile range
The difference between the upper quartile and 
lower quartile. The smaller the interquartile 
range, the more consistent the data.
Box Plots:

A box plot can be drawn independently or from a 
cumulative frequency diagram.
Types of Sampling:
Random: completely random choice from data
Systematic: selection made at set interval 
through data
Stratified: small groups created following 
characteristics of main set of data.

Completing the square:
1. Write a set of brackets with x in and half the 
value of b.
2. Square the bracket.
3. Subtract (b/2)2and add c.
4. Simplify the expression.

You can use the completing the square form to 
help find the maximum or minimum of quadratic 
graph.

Complete the square of 
y=x2-6x+2

Answer:
(x-3)2-32+2
=(x-3)2-7

The minimum value of this expression occurs 
when
(x-3)2=0, which occurs when x=3

When x=3, y=0-7=-7

Minimum point = (3,-7)

A turning point is the point where a quadratic 
turns.
On a positive parabola, the turning point is 
called a minimum.
On a negative parabola, the turning point is 
called a maximum.

Definitions:

Quadratic Graphs

A ‘U-shaped’ curve called a parabola.
The equation is of the form
y=ax2+bx+c, where a, b and c are numbers, a≠0. 
If a<0, the parabola is upside down.

Roots of a Quadratic

A root is a solution.
The roots of a quadratic are the x-intercepts of 
the quadratic graph

MATHS HIGHER Spring 2



Section B: Photosynthesis equation

Light   .

Carbon    + Water   ------------->    Glucose    +   Oxygen

Dioxide                     Chlorophyll                                     .   

GCSE Biology (Combined and separates) Topic 4: 

Photosynthesis

Section A: Structure of a leaf

Section C: Adaptations of leaves 

• Thin – allows gases to reach cells easily

• Wide and flat - creates a larger surface area to absorb as much light as 

possible

• Xylem and phloem – carries water to the cells and glucose away, also 

supports the leaves

• Stomata - pores to allow gases in and out of the leaves

• Waxy cuticle – lets light through to the photosynthesising mesophyll cells

• Many chloroplasts – maximum photosynthesis

Section D: Limiting factors

Limiting factors are anything that can slow or stop the rate of photosynthesis in a plant

● Light intensity    ● Carbon dioxide concentration   ● Temperature

● Water availability    ● Chlorophyll presence

Light is needed for 

photosynthesis to occur. 

The more light available, 

the faster the rate of 

photosynthesis until 

something else limits the 

rate of photosynthesis.

Carbon dioxide is a 

reactant needed in 

photosynthesis. The more 

carbon dioxide available, 

the faster the rate of 

photosynthesis until 

something else limits the 

rate of photosynthesis.

Photosynthesis is carried 

out using enzymes. If it is 

too cold, enzymes work 

slower until they get to an 

optimum temperature 

where the rate is at its 

highest. Any hotter, and 

enzymes denature and the 

rate slows down. 

Section E: Limiting factors required practical

The rate of photosynthesis can 

be measured using underwater 

plants. They release oxygen 

bubbles which can be easily 

counted. The more bubbles 

released in a given time, the 

faster the rate of photosynthesis. 

Light intensity can be changed by 

moving the lamp closer or further 

away from the beaker. 
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Section A: Key Vocabulary

Tier 2 Keywords Definition
Compromise Settle a disagreement by both parties 

giving up something

Manufacturing Production of goods from materials 

through labour or machinery

Tier 3 Keywords Definition
Renewable Can be naturally produced again

Sustainable Meets the needs of the current 
generation without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet 
their needs.

Pure Contains only single type of material, no 
contamination from another substance

Potable Water that is safe to drink (still contains 

dissolved  impurities)

Biodegradable Capable of being broken down by 
microorganisms

Section B: The Haber Process

The process is reversible so to maximise yield a compromise in 

conditions is made (see previous C4 knowledge organiser)

It uses an iron catalyst, high pressure and high temperature. 

The H2 is sourced from reacting steam with methane. The N2 is 

taken from the air. The ammonia formed is a gas but it is 

cooled to liquefy and unreacted gases are recycled so there is 

no waste.

Plants require the soil to contain the essential elements 

(Nitrogen, Phosphorous,, Potassium) for growth in the right 

percentages. These nutrients need replacing if previous crops 

have used them up to help crops grow bigger and faster.

Manure (animal waste) used to be to fertilise fields, but 

formulated fertilisers are widely available, easier to use, don’t 

smell and have the right amount of each nutrient.

Nitrogen containing compounds are produced by reacting 

ammonia with nitric acid to make ammonium nitrate. 

Potassium chloride and potassium sulphate can be mined and 

used as a source of potassium.

Phosphate rock is also mined, but as the phosphate salts are 

insoluble they need reacted with acids to make soluble 

phosphates so the plants can absorb them. 

Section G: Life cycle assessment

LCAs follow the life cycle of a product to see its environmental 

impact. They can be compared to see which product is the better 

choice for sustainability. Each stage is considered in turn:

Section D: Potable water and water treatment

Potable water must contain low

levels of microbes and salts to be

Safe to consume. In  the UK needs

are met from rainfall, but reservoir

water  levels decrease in Summer 

and people are encouraged to

save water.

Insoluble particles are removed from naturally occurring fresh water by 

passing it through a mesh to remove large matter (screening)  then filter 

beds to filter out smaller solid bits. Microbes are killed by sterilising the 

water. Sterilising agents used are chlorine, ozone(O3) or ultraviolet (UV) 

light. The right amount of sterilising agents must be used as ozone and 

chlorine are harmful to human health.

Sea water can undergo desalination, 

removing salt. Distillation or reverse 

osmosis can be done but large 

amounts of energy are required to

do both processes.

Distillation involves boiling the

water until most has evaporated

leaving the salt behind. The water 

vapour is cooled in a condenser to

be collected.

Reverse osmosis passes salty water under high pressure through a 

membrane that only allows water molecules through. Larger molecules 

are trapped by the membrane so are separated rom the water.

Waste water treatment. Water from personal use in the homes washes 

down drains into the sewers. A lot of waste water comes from Agricultural

systems e.g.. nutrient run off from fields or slurry from animal farms.

1. Screening -Passes through mesh to remove e.g. grit, twigs, plastic bags

2. Sedimentation- Solids sink to form sewage sludge. Liquid remains 

above (effluent)

3. Aerobically treating the effluent- A flow of air helps oxygen remove 

organic matter and harmful microbes, water returned to the environment

4. Anaerobically treating remaining sludge- by transferring it to tanks to 

dry. Dried sludge can be used as fertiliser. Without oxygen the organic 

matter also  breaks down release to methane (biogas energy source)

Sewage treatment uses more processes than treating fresh water but less 

energy than desalination of salt water so could be an alternative to 

provide fresh water. People would need to get used to the idea! 

Section E: Analysis of water samples

pH- A water samples pH can be tested using universal indicator.

Mass of dissolved solids – Use a measuring cylinder to measure 

50cm3 of water. Place an evaporating basin on a top-pan balance  

and record its mass. Then place the measured water into the basin 

and evaporate it over a Bunsen Burner until all liquid has 

evaporated. Once cooled, record the mass of the basin again and 

use the previous mass to calculate the mass of solid left behind.

Section F: Alternative methods for extracting metals

Phytomining

1. Plants grown in soils rich in metals  2. Plants take in copper

3. Burn plants   4. Metal is then extracted from the ash

Bioleaching

1. Bacteria feed on metal ore 2. ‘Leachate solution’ containing 

copper is produced 3. Copper can be taken from the leachate by 

displacement using scrap iron or electrolysis

GCSE Chemistry Combined and separates) Using resources (part 1)



Section B: Circuit Symbol

Circuit diagrams use standard symbols. 

Section A: Key Vocabulary

Vocabulary Definition

Ammeter

Used to measure the current flowing 

through a component/part of a 

circuit. Must be connected in series.

Current
Flow of electrons/electric charge. 

Measured in amps (A).

Ohmic

conductor

A conductor in which the resistance 

remains constant. This means the 

current flowing through it will be 

directly proportional to the potential 

difference.

Parallel 

circuit

There are two or more parallel 

'branches' providing more than one 

path the electrons can follow around 

the circuit.

Potential 

difference

The potential difference between 

two points in a circuit is the work 

done when a coulomb of charge 

passes between the points. 

Measured in volts (V). 

Resistance

A measure of how easy it is for 

electrons to flow. Measured in ohms 

(Ω). If the resistance increases it is 

harder for electrons to flow so 

current decreases.

Series 

circuit

All of the components are in a single 

loop. There is only one path that 

electrons can follow around the 

circuit.

Voltmeter

Used to measure the potential 

difference across a component. Must 

be connected in parallel.

Section F: Resistors in series and parallel

In series the resistances are added together.

RT = R1 + R2

In parallel the total

resistance of two

resistors is less than

the resistance of the

smallest individual

resistor.

Section E: Resistance of a wire

This circuit can be

used to find the 

resistance of a 

component. The 

resistor represents 

any component.

After measuring 

current and 

potential difference,

The Ohm’s law 

equation can be used to calculate the resistance.

GCSE Physics (Combined and separates)
Electricity

(part 1)

Section D: Ohm’s Law

Potential Difference = 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 × 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

V = 𝐼 × 𝑅
Potential Difference, v, in volts, V
Current, I, in Amperes, A
Resistance, R, in Ohms, Ω

Section C: Current and Charge

Electric current is a flow of electrical charge. The 

size of the electric current is the rate of flow of 

electrical charge.

Charge = 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 ×Time 

Q = 𝐼 ×t 
Charge, Q, in Coulombs, C
Current, I, in Amperes, A
Time, t, in seconds, s



A: Key Vocabulary

The Great 

Depression

Time during the 1930s when many banks 

and businesses failed and millions lost 

their jobs.

Wall Street 

Crash

Time in October 1929 when millions of 

people tried to sell their shares in 

companies at the same time, resulting in 

a huge drop in share prices; many people 

lost a lot of money.

radical Very different or extreme idea or 

approach.

propaganda The systematic spreading of ideas and 

information in order to influence 

people’s thinking and actions, often 

through the use of media such as 

posters, film, radio and newspapers.

coalition Government where two or more political 

parties combine to rule.

mass rally Huge meeting of people, united for a 

common cause or occasion.

dictator Ruler with total control over how a 

country is governed.

Gestapo Part of the SS and Nazi Germany’s secret 

police force, created by Herman Goering 

in 1933 and controlled by Heinrich 

Himmler.

concentration 

camp

Camp in which people are held under 

harsh conditions and without the 

freedom of the rest of society

Der Fuhrer Supreme leader, the title adopted by 

Adolf Hitler.

Schutzstaffel Full name of the SS. Originally Hitler’s 

elite bodyguards, the SS became one of 

the main instruments of terror in Nazi 

Germany. Led by Heinrich Himmler.

Police state Country controlled by a political police 

force.

B: The Depression

Causes After the Wall Street Crash many 

Americans lost all their money. This

meant they couldn’t repay loans or buy 

new things and companies went out of 

business.

Impact on

Germany 

(I) 

Americans could also no longer buy 

German goods and now German 

companies started to go out of business.

Impact on 

Germany 

(II)

America also started to demand back the 

loans they have lent to Germany. Banks

started demanding this money from 

businesses. This also led to them closing.

Impact on 

Germany

(III)

As businesses went bust, people lost their 

jobs and many people faced hunger, 

unemployment and homelessness

Impact on 

Germany 

(IV)

People blamed Weimar for their problems 

and began listening to political parties 

who offered radical solution such as the 

Communists and the Nazis.

History – Germany and the Depression

D: Who voted for the Nazis?

Farmer The Nazis promised farmers a better deal

Women The Nazis promoted family life.

The middle-

class

The Nazis made promises to sort out the 

chaos in Germany.

The rich. They liked the promise of strong 

leadership and a more powerful nation.

C: How did the Nazi Party grow?

The Depression It caused people to start listening to 

the Nazis who offered easy solutions.

Dissatisfaction 

with Weimar

Democracy did not seem to be 

working for Germany

Appeal of Hitler His charisma convinced people he 

could be trusted.

Fear of 

Communists

People wanted to prevent a 

Communist revolution at all costs.

Nazis tactics The Nazis were experts at spreading 

their message using many methods.

E: How did Hitler become Der Fuhrer?

Event How did it help Hitler become Fuhrer?

Gestapo established, 

7th April 1933 

This section of the SS is key to Hitler’s rule 

of terror. First concentration camp is 

opened in Dachau, southern Germany.

Reichstag Fire, 27th

February 1933

The Reichstag burns down. Communists 

are blamed.

Elections, 5th March 

1933

Due to many Communists being banned 

from taking part in the election the Nazis 

win more votes than ever before.

Enabling Act, 23rd

March 1933

The Reichstag was forced to pass this law. 

It allowed Hitler to rule without them!

Night of the Long 

Knives, 34th June 1934

On this night Hitler dealt with the threat 

of the SA and its leader Ernst Rohm.

Trade Unions banned, 

2nd May 1933

This took away a workers’ way of 

complaining about pay and conditions. 

Leaders were jailed.

Opposition parties 

banned, 14th July 1933

All parties apart from the Nazis were 

banned. Germany was now a one-party

state.

President Hindenburg 

dies, 2nd August 1933

Hitler immediately took over his job. Now 

he was Chancellor and President. He got 

the army to swear an oath to him. Now he 

was totally in control!

D: How did Hitler become Chancellor?

Date What happened in the election?

Sept 

1930

Coalition government formed. Bruning becomes Chancellor 

but the Nazis become 2nd largest party. Bruning has no 

support. In July 1932 Von Papen replaces Bruning.

July 

1932

The Nazis gain the majority of votes for the first time. Hitler 

demands the job of Chancellor. Hindenburg refuses.

Nov 

1932

Nazi votes fall slightly but is still the largest party. Von 

Schleicher appointed Chancellor.

Jan 

1933

No chancellor could gain any popular support. Hindenburg 

is forced to appoint Hitler as Chancellor.



GCSE GEOGRAPHY - Topic 8: Forests Under Threat 

SECTION B1:  PLANT AND ANIMAL ADAPTATIONS RAINFOREST
SECTION A: KEY TERMS

Acid precipitation Also called acid rain. When industrial air pollution causes water vapour in the 

atmosphere to become acidic and fall as acid precipitation. 

Arable The farming of crops like wheat and barley. 

Biofuel Is made from plant oils and waste materials and can be used to power diesel vehicles 

and generate electricity. 

Biomass The mass (weight) of all the living things in an ecosystem. 

Boreal A type of forest found in high northern latitudes, also called taiga. 

Canopy The continuous layer of tall trees which shades the forest floor. 

Carbon sinks Natural stores for carbon-containing chemical compounds, like carbon dioxide or 

methane. 

CITES Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora. 

Commercial 

agriculture

Farming in which crops are grown for sale. 

Coniferous Having needle instead of leaves: most coniferous trees have cones and are evergreen. 

Conservation Means protecting threatened biomes e.g. setting up national parks or banning trade in 

endangered species. 

Deciduous Having leaves that fall off in the autumn and grow again in spring. 

Deforestation The deliberate cutting down of forests to exploit forest resources (timber, land or 

minerals).

Direct threat When there is a direct cause between one thing happening and damage being caused 

to something else. 

Emergent Very high trees that grow another ten metres or more above the tropical rainforest 

canopy. 

Equatorial climate The constantly hot and wet climate of regions near the Equator. 

Food web A complex network of overlapping food chains that connect plants and animals in 

biomes. 

Fossil fuels A natural fuel found underground, buried within sedimentary rock in the form of coal, 

oil or natural gas. 

Hydro-electric 

power (HEP)

The use of fast flowing water to turn turbines which produce electricity.

Indirect threat When there is not a direct cause between one thing happening and another thing being 

damaged. 

Invasive species (or alien species) Is a plant, animal or disease introduced from one area to another 

which causes ecosystem damage. 

Leaching When minerals are washed downwards through the soil by rainwater. 

Net primary 

productivity (NPP)

A measure of how much new plant and animal growth is added to a biome each year. 

Nutrient Mineral or chemical that plants and animals need to grow. 

Nutrient cycle Nutrients move between the biomass, litter and soil as part of a continuous cycle which 

keeps both plants and soil healthy. 

REDD Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation. 

Subsistence 

farming

Where farmers grow food to feed their families, rather than to sell. 

Sustainable 

forestry

When trees are cut down for timber and they are replaced by new trees, ideally with 

species that are naturally part of that ecosystem rather than non-native species. 

Sustainable 

management

Planning ahead and controlling development for a long future. 

Wildfire Uncontrolled burning through forest, grassland or scrub. Such fires can ‘jump’ roads and 

Animal adaptations
Due to seasonality in terms of the climate there is also 
seasonality with animal life. During the summer months 
the taiga has a large amount of animal populations, this 
drops dramatically in winter. 
The Canadian taiga has over 300 bird species in the 
summer however, only 30 stay during the winter as 
many migrate south. They migrate to the taiga in winter 
due to a lot of insects. The animals that stay in the taiga 
all year round are specially adapted to live there. They 
generally have thick fur coats for insulation, smaller 
ears, noses and short tails to reduce the chance of frost 
bite. Many animals also hibernate during the winter 
months; they build up a large layer of fat during the 
summer months so they can go into a sleep-like state. 
Some animals develop a white coat during winter 
months to camouflage better. 

SECTION B2:  PLANT AND ANIMAL 
ADAPTATIONS TAIGA

Due to the abundance of plant life in rainforests, 
animal life thrives.
The animals have adapted in many ways:
· As plants flower and produce fruits at different 
times of year, animals (specifically monkeys) have 
adapted to travel through the canopy. 
They have gripping hands and feet, long 
prehensile tails for balance and coloured vision to 
identify if fruits are ripe. 
· Birds have also evolved such as eagles, these 
have powerful legs and clawed talons that can 
grab monkeys from the canopy. 
· Some animals like chameleons’ camouflage to 
avoid being eaten. 



SECTION D1: THREATS TO THE RAINFOREST

Deforestation happens as the forest is converted into farmland. Trees 
are cut down either to sell as timber, provide space for open-cast mining 
and HEP schemes. Deforestation, logging and mining are direct threats 
to the rainforest. 
Deforestation causes 

 Commercial agriculture—this is when crops are grown to sell at a 
profit. This is the main cause of deforestation in the tropical 
rainforest (75% deforestation in Brazil is for cattle farming). In 
recent years the rainforest has been cleared to grow sugarcane to 
export. are in high demand as they are biofuels. 

 Subsistence agriculture– this is when people farm to feed their 
families. A small plot of trees is felled and burnt so crops can be 
planted. Leaching is a big problem because of this as the nutrients 
in the soils are washed away during any precipitation. Poorer 
farmers resort to ‘slash and burn’ as no money is needed to clear 
the land which creates a lot of pollution. As the population is 
growing more and more land is being cleared for families and 
plots are having to be used straight away. 

• Commercial hardwood logging—many countries are participating in 
commercial logging to earn money to pay off interest on 
international debts. Chinese buyers will pay high prices for hardwood 
timber such as rosewood. Poverty is another reason why logging is 
high in tropical rainforests. Logging companies pay very well so locals 
take the jobs even though is illegal. 

• Mining—valuable minerals can be found underneath the tropical 
rainforest so open-cast mines are created to extract the minerals. 
This means huge areas of forests are lost for the mines and roads 
created. Fuelwood—The indigenous people of the rainforest use the 
trees as fuelwood. 

Climate change 
Climate change is an indirect threat to the rainforest meaning there is 
no direct cause between one thing and another. 
The Earth’s atmospheric temperature is increasing which is affecting 
the atmospheric circulation systems that bring wet seasons to the 
equatorial climate. The warmer temperatures mean that the rain belt 
moves polewards and the rainforest receives less rainfall. This means 
the rainforest may suffer with drought conditions and many areas will 
become seasonal tropical forests. Temperatures in the tropical 
rainforest are similar all year round and many species will not be able 
to adapt to any change in temperature or lack of rainfall. 

Global Actions 
CITES (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species 
of wild fauna and flora) and REDD (Reducing Emissions from 
Deforestation and forest Degradation) are international 
organisations that have made agreements to protect the tropical 
rainforest. Countries sign up to these agreements and receive 
aid and assistance. 
 CITES - The main aim is to prevent the trade of 

endangered animal and plant species across the world. 
Especially if it threatens the rainforests biodiversity. There 
are currently 35,000 species listed under CITES protection. 
There are different levels of protection. Countries have to 
agree to monitor trade across their borders and punish 
people importing or exporting products from endangered 
species if they sign up to CITES. 

 REDD—The is a UN (United Nations) scheme that advises 
governments on how they can reduce deforestation and 
promote afforestation. Remote sensing is used to monitor 
deforestation rates. It receives funds from sources such as 
the World Bank to help with the schemes it promotes.

SECTION E1: MANAGEMENT OF THE TROPICAL RAINFOREST

Commercial development is a direct threat to the taiga 
environment. This happens when an area has valuable resources 
that can be sold to make money. The threats to the taiga can be 
classed as direct or indirect. Direct threats include logging as it 
removes trees that are a key biotic component of the ecosystem. 

An indirect threat is mining, HEP and oil and gas extraction as they 
damage the taiga due to their side effects such as flooding, 
pollution and oil spills. 
• Deforestation is high is the taiga environment due to the 

softwood available.. Russia has a huge deforestation issue as 
huge amounts of forests are being cleared (average 12 million 
hectares a year in 2014). As much as half of the logging is illegal. 
This is a huge threat to the taiga as the plants that are logged are 
not replanted. In Canada the government controls logging and 
ensures that any trees felled are replanted. 

• Oil and gas extraction is another threat to the taiga in Russia as 
20% of the world’s oil and gas reserves are found here. 
Greenpeace an NGO (Non-governmental organisation) that 
campaigns environmental issues states that Russia’s oil industry 
spills 5 million barrels (795 million litres) of oil each year through 
accidents and leaks. Due to the poor drainage systems in the 
taiga environment the oil is not easily washed away and as well 
as this decomposition occurs very slowly therefore the oil 
remains in the ecosystem for a long time this can kill the roots of 
the trees. 

• Acid precipitation—This occurs when fossil fuels are burnt in 
industries, chemicals such as sulphur dioxide are created and are 
released into the atmosphere (Volcanoes also do this). When 
this reacts with water and oxygen it forms an acid which can 
form acid precipitation. The most damage that is caused is when 
the acid gets into the soils, lakes and ponds. Acidic water kills 
insects and their eggs, this means there is less food available for 
migrating birds. 

• Forest Fires— Natural causes of forest fires are lightning strikes. 
Most fires are caused by humans such as hunters lighting camp 
fires and gas flares in oil fields. The taiga is adapted to forest 
fires as the ash left after a fire is nutrient rich which plant 
species benefit from. The problem is naturally the forest is 
adapted to fires every 80-100 years, however they have become 
much more frequent as global temperatures have increased and 
saplings are burnt before they can replace the old trees. 

• Pests and diseases– The taiga has mould and fungus species 
that damage the needles, trunks and roots of conifer trees. 
Insects also eat the pine cones, young leaves and the saplings. 
For, example the silkworm which spread into eastern Siberia 
from Mongolia in the early 2000s killed many plants it didn't 
help that the area was also suffering from forest fires and 
droughts

• Sustainable Forestry—This is when trees are cut down and 
are replanted with native taiga species. The whole forest area 
is carefully managed so that the biodiversity is not lost. Forest 
corridors are created to allow species migration and the areas 
are preserved. Sustainable management is expensive and 
requires long-term planning. This is usually only possible for 
large companies or when international organisations provide 
funding. 

• Conflicting views—Many different groups of people have an 
interest in how the taiga is used. 

• Forestry — Countries like Canada have strict controls on 
logging and timber can only be used sustainably. However in 
some countries like Russia are unsustainable when it comes 
to forestry. 

• Mining and Energy production– Without mining and energy 
production Russia and Canada would be very poor, for 
example 380,000 Canadians work in the mining industry. 

• Indigenous people—They want to maintain aspects of their 
traditional uses of taiga resources, such as hunting. 

• Recreation and tourism—In North America and in Russia they 
go to the taiga environment to relax as well as this 
international tourism also brings visitors and money to the 
local economies. 

• Consumers of taiga products—Most of the paper we use 
comes from the taiga environment. Although most countries 
now recycle the paper. 

SECTION D2: THREATS TO THE TAIGA

SECTION E2: MANAGEMENT OF THE TAIGA

GCSE GEOGRAPHY - Topic 8: Forests Under Threat 
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SPANISH – Foundation Tier

Section A – Key vocabulary

acostarse/levantarse = to go to bed/get up
activo = active     borracho = drunk
caer(se) = to fall down
cansado/cansar = tired/to get tired
el cigarillo = cigarette
contribuir = to contribute
el corazón = heart      el cuerpo = body
despertarse = to wake up
doler/el dolor = to hurt/pain
dormir(se) = to sleep; to fall asleep
la droga (blanda/dura) = (soft/hard) drug
drogarse = to take drugs
el ejercicio (físico) = (physical) exercise
emborracharse = to get drunk
encontrarse bien/mal = to feel well/ill
la enfermedad/enfermo = illness/ill, sick
el entrenamiento/entrenar(se) = training/to 
train
equilibrado = balanced
estar bien / mal = to be well/ill
estar en forma = to be fit
el estrés/estresante = stress/stressful
evitar = to avoid
formar parte = to be part of
el fumador (pasivo) = (passive) smoker
fumar/el humo = to smoke/the smoke
(poco) (mal)sano = (not) (un)healthy
mantenerse en forma = to keep fit/in shape
mejorar(se) = to get better    morir = to die
muerto/vivo = dead/alive
oler/el olor = to smell/a smell
la posibilidad = possibility
el propósito = aim
los pulmones = lungs    respirar = to breathe
la salud = health    saludable/sano = healthy
el sida = AIDS
tener sueño = to feel sleepy
la tentación = temptation
la vida = life

Section C – Negatives

To make a sentence negative, put ‘no’ before the verb.

E.g. No como carne. = I don’t eat meat.

You can also use these negative words:

nada = nothing nadie = no one nunca = never ninguno/a/s = not one

ni…ni… = neither …nor tampoco = neither, not…either

If these words come after the verb then you have to keep ‘no’ before the

verb. If the negative word comes before the verb then you don’t need ‘no’.

E.g. No fumo nunca = I never smoke.    Nunca fumo = I never smoke.

Ninguno must agree (gender and quantity) with the noun it refers to. In front

of a masculine singular noun it changes to ningún. 

E.g. No hay ningún polideportivo por aquí. = There’s no (not one) sports centre 

round here.

Section E – Star phrase

Use ‘no pienso/creo que sea’ meaning

‘I don’t think that it is’ to jazz up your

opinions with a subjunctive phrase.

E.g. No pienso que sea peligroso. = I 

don’t think that it is dangerous.

No creo que sea seguro. = I don’t think

that it is safe. 

Theme 2: Health

Section D – Writing frame for eating habits

Solo = only

Siempre = always

Nunca = never

Todos los días = 

everyday

…como… = I eat

…ceno… = I have for dinner

…desayuno… = I have to 

breakfast

….bebo…. = I drink

…tomo… = I have (food/drink)

mucha grasa = lots of 

fat

azúcar = sugar

bebidas azucaradas = 

sugary drinks

comida rápida = 

fastfood

comida basura = junk

food

cinco raciones diarias 

de fruta y verdura = 5 

portions of fruit and 

veg a day

sano = healthily

demasiado alcohol = 

too much alcohol

Trato de… = I try to

Intento de… = I try to

Evito… = I avoid

Me gusta… = I like

Prefiero… = I prefer

Odio… = I hate

…comer… = to eat

…cenar… = to have for dinner

…desayunar… = to have for

breakfast

…beber…. = to drink

…evitar… = to avoid

…tomar… = to have

(food/drink)

Soy = I am vegetariano/a = vegetarian

glotón = greedy

Section B – Tener expressions

Use these idiomatic phrases with the 
verb ‘tener’ which means ‘to have’. 

They don’t make sense when we 
translate them literally. E.g. Tengo
sed = I have thirst?! We would say ‘I 

am thirsty’. You have to translate tener
as ‘to be’ instead.

Tener… = to be…
hambre/sed = hungry/thirsty
calor/frío = hot/cold
sueño = tired
suerte = lucky
miedo = scared
éxito = successful
prise = in a hurry
rázon = right
…años = … years old

Pronoun TENER

yo tengo

tú tienes

él/ella tiene

nosotros tenemos

vosotros tenéis

ellos/ellas tienen
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SPANISH – Higher Tier

Section A – Key vocabulary

acostarse/levantarse = to go to bed/get up
activo = active     borracho = drunk
caer(se) = to fall down
cansado/cansar = tired/to get tired
el cigarillo = cigarette
contribuir = to contribute
el corazón = heart      el cuerpo = body
despertarse = to wake up
doler/el dolor = to hurt/pain
dormir(se) = to sleep; to fall asleep
la droga (blanda/dura) = (soft/hard) drug
drogarse = to take drugs
el ejercicio (físico) = (physical) exercise
emborracharse = to get drunk
encontrarse bien/mal = to feel well/ill
la enfermedad/enfermo = illness/ill, sick
el entrenamiento/entrenar(se) = training/to 
train
equilibrado = balanced
estar bien / mal = to be well/ill
estar en forma = to be fit
el estrés/estresante = stress/stressful
evitar = to avoid
formar parte = to be part of
el fumador (pasivo) = (passive) smoker
fumar/el humo = to smoke/the smoke
(poco) (mal)sano = (not) (un)healthy
mantenerse en forma = to keep fit/in shape
mejorar(se) = to get better    morir = to die
muerto/vivo = dead/alive
oler/el olor = to smell/a smell
la posibilidad = possibility
el propósito = aim
los pulmones = lungs    respirar = to breathe
la salud = health    saludable/sano = healthy
el sida = AIDS
tener sueño = to feel sleepy
la tentación = temptation
la vida = life

Section CC – Negatives

To make a sentence negative, put ‘no’ before the verb.

E.g. No como carne. = I don’t eat meat.

You can also use these negative words:

nada = nothing nadie = no one nunca = never ninguno/a/s = not one ni…ni… 

= neither …nor tampoco = neither, not…either

If these words come after the verb then you have to keep ‘no’ before the verb. If the

negative word comes before the verb then you don’t need ‘no’.

E.g. No fumo nunca = I never smoke.    Nunca fumo = I never smoke.

Ninguno must agree (gender and quantity) with the noun it refers to. In front of a 

masculine singular noun it changes to ningún. 

E.g. No hay ningún polideportivo por aquí. = There’s no (not one) sports centre round 

here.

Section E – Star phrase

Use ‘no pienso/creo que sea’ 

meaning ‘I don’t think that it

is’ to jazz up your opinions

with a subjunctive phrase.

E.g. No pienso que sea 

peligroso. = I don’t think that it

is dangerous.

No creo que sea seguro. = I 

don’t think that it is safe. 

Theme 2: Health

Section D – Present subjunctive

The subjunctive is a mood which is used to express doubt, uncertainty, wishes and 

emotions. To form the subjunctive you follow the present tense by taking off the

AR, ER and IR endings but you swap the endings between AR and ER/IR verbs as 

follows:

Some subjunctive verbs are irregular and stem-changing verbs also change their 
stems in the subjunctive. Here are some common examples in the yo form. 
tenga = I have      sea = I am     vaya = I go      sepa = I know     
pueda = I can       haya = there is      quiera = I want

Section B – Higher vocabulary

advertir = to warn
el asco = disgust
asqueroso = disgusting
el ataque cardíaco = heart 
attack
el aviso = warning
el botellón = drinking party in 
the street
el cerebro = brain
dedicar(se) = to do
el dolor de oídos = earache
el esfuerzo = effort
hacer daño = to injure
el hígado = liver
el porro = joint
los primeros auxilios = first 
aid
provocar = to cause
respiratorio = respiratory
seropositive = HIV positive
el sobrepeso = overweight
el síndrome de abstinencia = 
withdrawal symptoms
el tabaquismo = addiction to 
tobacco

Pronoun AR ER IR

yo e a a

tú es as as

él/ella e a a

nosotros emos amos amos

vosotros éis áis áis

ellos
ellas

en an an

Here are some example sentence 
starters of when to use the 
subjunctive mood:
• after ‘querer que’
E.g. Quiero que coma = I want to eat
• after ‘para que’ 
E.g. para que no beba = so that I don’t
drink
• after ‘es 

posible/importante/necesario que’ 
E.g. es posible que tome = it’s possible
that I have (food/drink)
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SPANISH – Foundation Tier

Section A – Key vocabulary

el adolescente = teenager
el amor = love    el apellido = last name
el aspect = appearance
el bebé = baby     besar = to kiss
el beso = kiss       el cariño = affection
casado = married      roto = broken
el casamiento = wedding     solo = alone
casarse = to get married    salir = to go out
el compañero = friend
comprender = to understand
la comprensión = understanding (noun)
conocer = to know     el consejo = advice
cuidar = to look after  los parientes=relatives
dar las gracias = to thank  romper = to break
dar un paseo/una vuelta = to go for a 
stroll/ride      soltero = single (not married)
discutir = to discuss    la disputa = argument
echar de menos = to miss someone
la edad = age       enamorado = in love
enamorarse = to fall in love
encontrar(se) = to meet with someone
la felicidad = happiness
la fiesta = party     la gente = people
los hijos = children    el hombre = man
el invitado = guest    joven = young
juntos = together    la juventud = youth
llamarse = to be called
llevarse bien/mal con = to get on 
(well/badly) with someone
el marido = husband      sonreírse = to smile
el matrimonio = marriage
el miembro = member
la mujer = wife; woman     el niño = child
el nombre = name     el novio = boyfriend
el ocio/tiempo libre = free time
la pelea = fight       pelear(se) = to fight
perdonar = to forgive  el recuerdo = memory
reírse = to laugh    la reunión = get-together
el sentimiento = feeling

Section C – Possessive adjectives

Possessive adjectives are words that indicate who something or someone belongs

to. They must agree with the word that follows.

Section G – Star phrase

Use ‘me hace’ meaning ‘he/she/it

makes me’ followed by one fo the

following to share your emotions.

feliz = happy triste = sad

(son)reír = laugh(smile)     llorar = cry

E.g. Mi novio me hace reír. = My

boyfriend makes me laugh.

Theme 1: Marriage and 

relationships

Section D – Using y and que to 

form longer sentences

y = and    que = that, which, who

E.g. Mi hermano, que se llama 

Bob, es muy honesto y también 

es maduro. = My brother, who is

called Bob, is very honest and

also is mature.

Section B – Ideal partner

alegre / feliz = happy
amable = kind
amistoso = friendly
animado = lively
antipático = unpleasant
cariñoso = affectionate
comprensivo = understanding
débil = weak
deportivo = sporty
egoísta = selfish
formal = polite
fuerte = strong
gracioso = funny
guapo = good-looking
hablador = talkative
honrado = honest
loco = mad
maduro = mature
maleducado = rude
perezoso = lazy
rico = wealthy
el sentido del humor = sense of 
humour
serio = serious
simpático = kind
triste = sad
valiente = brave

masc fem masc pl fem pl

My mi mis

Your tu tus

His/Her/It’s su sus

Our nuestro nuestra nuestros nuestras

Your vuestro vuestra vuestros vuestras

Their su sus

Section E – The near future tense

The near future tense describes 

something that you are going to do. Use 

the verb ir meaning ‘to go’ followed by a

then an infinitive (AR, ER or IR) verb.

E.g. Voy a bailar. = I’m going to dance.

Vamos a casarnos. = We are going to get

married.

IR

a

infinitive

yo voy AR, ER or 
IR verb.

E.g. 
hablar
comer
vivir

tú vas

él/ella va

nosotros vamos

vosotros vais

ellos/ellas van

Section F – Key questions

¿Tienes novio/a? = Do you have a 

boy/girlfriend?

¿Cómo es tu pareja ideal? = What’s your

ideal partner like?

¿Te gustaría casarte en el futuro? = 

Would you like to get married in the

future?

¿Tener una familia es importante para 

ti? = Is having a family important to you?
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SPANISH – Higher Tier

Section A – Key vocabulary

el adolescente = teenager
el amor = love    el apellido = last name
el aspect = appearance
el bebé = baby     besar = to kiss
el beso = kiss       el cariño = affection
casado = married      roto = broken
el casamiento = wedding     solo = alone
casarse = to get married    salir = to go out
el compañero = friend
comprender = to understand
la comprensión = understanding (noun)
conocer = to know     el consejo = advice
cuidar = to look after  los parientes=relatives
dar las gracias = to thank  romper = to break
dar un paseo/una vuelta = to go for a 
stroll/ride      soltero = single (not married)
discutir = to discuss    la disputa = argument
echar de menos = to miss someone
la edad = age       enamorado = in love
enamorarse = to fall in love
encontrar(se) = to meet with someone
la felicidad = happiness
la fiesta = party     la gente = people
los hijos = children    el hombre = man
el invitado = guest    joven = young
juntos = together    la juventud = youth
llamarse = to be called
llevarse bien/mal con = to get on 
(well/badly) with someone
el marido = husband      sonreírse = to smile
el matrimonio = marriage
el miembro = member
la mujer = wife; woman     el niño = child
el nombre = name     el novio = boyfriend
el ocio/tiempo libre = free time
la pelea = fight       pelear(se) = to fight
perdonar = to forgive  el recuerdo = memory
reírse = to laugh    la reunión = get-together
el sentimiento = feeling

Section C – Irreguular adjectives

Normally you change the ending of an adjective from o (masculine) to a (feminine). 

Some adjectives are irregular and don’t end in o in their masculine form. Some

adjectives that end in a consonant must have an a added to make them feminine

and es to make them masculine and plural. Here are some common irregular 

adjectives.

Section F – Star phrase

Use ‘me hace’ meaning ‘he/she/it

makes me’ followed by one fo the

following to share your emotions.

feliz = happy triste = sad

(son)reír = laugh(smile)     llorar = cry

E.g. Mi novio me hace reír. = My

boyfriend makes me laugh.

Theme 1: Marriage and 

relationshipsSection B – Higher vocab

acoger = to receive
aconsejar = to advise
acordar = to agree on
agradecer = to thank
aguantar = to bear
el anillo = ring   avaro = mean
el apodo = nickname
atrevido = cheeky
la boda = wedding
callado = quiet   vago = idle
celoso = jealous  cortés = polite
cita = date   cobarde = coward
comprometerse = to get 
engaged
el compromiso = engagement
la confianza = trust
confiar = to trust
cuidadoso = careful
los demás = other people
despedir(se) = to say goodbye
disculpar(se) = to apologise
educado = polite
el esposo = husband
el estado civil = marital status
el género = gender
glotón = greedy  torpe = clumsy
el hogar = home  llorar = to cry
maltratar = to mistreat
el maltrato = mistreatment
el muchacho = lad
ocuparse de = to look after
orgulloso = proud
parecerse a = to look like
la pareja = couple; partner
relacionarse con = to make 
contact with
seguro de sí mismo = self-
assured
sensible  sensitive

English masc fem masc pl fem pl

Spanish español española españoles españolas

Chatty hablador habladora habladores habladoras

Greedy glotón glotona glotones glotonas

German alemán alemana alemanes alemanas

Section D – The near future tense

The near future tense describes 

something that you are going to do. Use 

the verb ir meaning ‘to go’ followed by a

then an infinitive (AR, ER or IR) verb.

E.g. Voy a bailar. = I’m going to dance.

Vamos a casarnos. = We are going to get

married.

IR

a

infinitive

yo voy AR, ER or 
IR verb.

E.g. 
hablar
comer
vivir

tú vas

él/ella va

nosotros vamos

vosotros vais

ellos/ellas van

Section E – Key questions

¿Tienes novio/a? = Do you have a 

boy/girlfriend?

¿Cómo es tu pareja ideal? = What’s your

ideal partner like?

¿Te gustaría casarte en el futuro? = 

Would you like to get married in the

future?

¿Tener una familia es importante para 

ti? = Is having a family important to you?
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FRENCH - Foundation tier

Section A - Vocabulary

boire l’alcool = to drink alcohol
avoir de la chance = to be lucky
les bonbons = sweets     le chocolat = chocolate
le coeur = heart     consolider = to consolidate
contenir = to contain    dans l’ensemble = overall
la dent = tooth       devoir = to have to / must
difficile = difficult / picky / fussy
en forme = fit     essayer de = to try
éviter = to avoid     la faiblesse = weakness
le fer = iron      garder la forme = to keep in shape
je devrais = I should      manger = to eat
les matières grasses = fats
mener à = lead to       l’obésité = obesity
l’os = bone       je pourrais = I could
pouvoir = to be able to / can
les produits laitiers = dairy products
le régime équilibré = balanced diet
rester en bonne santé = to stay healthy
(mal)sain = (un)healthy      la santé = health
les sucreries = sweet treats
accro = addicted / hooked
avoir confiance en soi = to be confident
avoir peur de = to be scared of
dependant = addicted    se détendre = to relax
devenir = to become      les devoirs = homework
dormir = to sleep        la drogue = drug
se drogue = to take drugs       s’entraîner = to train
être à l’aise = to be comfortable
faire attention à = to be careful of
fumer = to smoke     l’habitude = habit
l’odeur = smell
perdre du poids = to lose weight
plaire = to please       le poumon = lung
se relaxer = to relax     la respiration = breathing
le sommeil = sleep      stressé = stressed
le tabac = smoking / tobacco

Section B – Key questions

Qu’est-ce que tu manges? = What do you eat?

Qu’est-ce que tu bois? = What do you drink?

y a-t-il quelquechose que tu ne peux pas 

manger? = Is there anything you can’t eat?

Est-ce que tu penses que tu as un regime 

equilibre? = Do you think you have a balanced 

diet?

Tu faisais de l’exercice quand tu étais plus 

jeune? = Did you used to do exercise when you 

were younger?

Que penses-tu de ton mode de vie aujourd’hui? 

= What do you think of your way of life today?

Qu’est-ce que tu penses de fumer/boire

d’alcool? = What do you think of 

smoking/drinking alcohol?

Section F – Star phrase

Use ‘je ne pense pas que ce soit’ to say ‘I don’t think

that it is’. E.g. Je ne pense pas que ce soit sain. = I 

don’t think that it is healthy. 

Section E – Reasons for being (un)healthy

je suis végétarien(ne) = I am vegetarian

ça peut mener à l’obesité = it can lead to obesity

c’est dangereux pour le cœur/les poumons = It’s dangerous for 

your heart/lungs

c’est mauvais pour les dents = it’s bad for your teeth

pour rester en bonne santé = to stay in good health

ça m’aide à rester en forme = it helps me to stay in shape

ça me donne de l’énergie = it give me energy

c’est bon pour la santé = it’s good for your health

je suis/j’étais sportif(ve)/paresseux(euse) = I am/I was

sporty/lazy

Section C – Devoir and Pouvoir

Use devoir meaning ‘to have to/must’ and 

pouvoir meaning ‘to be able to/can’ when

talking about your health.

E.g. Je dois manger des légumes. = I must eat

vegetables.

Je ne peux pas manger de la viande. = I cannot

eat meat.  

Theme 2: Health

Section D – Imperfect tense with faire, avoir and être

Use the imperfect tense to say what you used to do or what 

something was like in the past. Take the ‘nous’ form of the verb 

in the present tense and takes off the ‘ons’ ending. Then add 

the imperfect endings. Here we see 3 common verbs; faire

meaning ‘to do/make’, avoir meaning ‘to have’ and être

meaning ‘to be’.

Pronoun Devoir Pouvoir

je dois peux

tu dois peux

il/elle/on doit peut

vous devons pouvons

nous devez pouvez

ils/elles doivent peuvent

faire avoir être

Present  
‘nous’ form:

faisons avons sommes* irregular 
to the rule

je faisais avais étais

tu faisais avais étais

il/elle/on faisait avait était

vous faisions avions étions

nous faisiez aviez étiez

ils/elles faisaient avaient étaient
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FRENCH - Higher tier

Section A - Vocabulary

boire l’alcool = to drink alcohol
avoir de la chance = to be lucky
les bonbons = sweets     le chocolat = chocolate
le coeur = heart     consolider = to consolidate
contenir = to contain    dans l’ensemble = overall
la dent = tooth       devoir = to have to / must
difficile = difficult / picky / fussy
en forme = fit     essayer de = to try
éviter = to avoid     la faiblesse = weakness
le fer = iron      garder la forme = to keep in shape
je devrais = I should      manger = to eat
les matières grasses = fats
mener à = lead to       l’obésité = obesity
l’os = bone       je pourrais = I could
pouvoir = to be able to / can
les produits laitiers = dairy products
le régime équilibré = balanced diet
rester en bonne santé = to stay healthy
(mal)sain = (un)healthy      la santé = health
les sucreries = sweet treats
accro = addicted / hooked
avoir confiance en soi = to be confident
avoir peur de = to be scared of
dependant = addicted    se détendre = to relax
devenir = to become      les devoirs = homework
dormir = to sleep        la drogue = drug
se drogue = to take drugs       
s’entraîner = to train
être à l’aise = to be comfortable
faire attention à = to be careful of
fumer = to smoke     l’habitude = habit
l’odeur = smell
perdre du poids = to lose weight
plaire = to please       le poumon = lung
se relaxer = to relax     la respiration = breathing
le sommeil = sleep      stressé = stressed
le tabac = smoking / tobacco

Section B – Higher vocabulary

l’alcoolique = alcoholic    averter = to warn
arrêter = to stop, to quit    le corps = body
avoir sommeil =  to be tired    la peau = skin
le casse-croute = snack    fatigué = tired
la consummation =  consumption, usage
consommer = to consume     le foie = liver
la crise cardiaque = heart attack
dégoûtant = disgusting   désintoxiquer = to detox
éliminer = to eliminate   s’enivrer = to get drunk
l’enquête = enquiry, survey
épuiser = to exhaust      essoufflé = breathless
faire un regime = to go on a diet
hors d’haleine = out of breath
s’inscrire = to sign up for    monter = to go up
le mode de vie = lifestyle     oublier = to forget
la nourriture bio = organic food
respirer = to breathe     le soufflé = breath
le tabagisme = (addiction to) smoking
tousser = to cough   le toxicomane = drug addict
les toxines nocives = harmful toxins

Section F – Star phrase

Use ‘je ne pense pas que ce soit’ to say ‘I don’t think

that it is’. E.g. Je ne pense pas que ce soit sain. = I 

don’t think that it is healthy. 

Section E – Il vaut and Il vaudrait mieux

Il vaut mieux = It is better

Il vaudrait mieux = It would be better to

Both of these sentence starters are followed by an infinitive 

verb. If you want to make the phrase negative then the ‘ne 

pas’ must be placed in front of the infinitive verb.

E.g. Il vaut mieux arrêter de fumer. = It is better to stop 

smoking. 

Il vaudrait mieux de boire plus d’eau. = It would be better to 

drink more water.

Il vaut mieux ne pas commencer à fumer. = It is better to not 

start smoking.

Section C – Devoir and Pouvoir

Use devoir meaning ‘to have to/must’ and 

pouvoir meaning ‘to be able to/can’ when

talking about your health.

E.g. Je dois manger des légumes. = I must eat

vegetables. Je ne peux pas manger de la viande. 

= I cannot eat meat.  

Theme 2: Health

Section D – Imperfect tense with faire, avoir and être

Use the imperfect tense to say what you used to do or what 

something was like in the past. Take the ‘nous’ form of the verb 

in the present tense and takes off the ‘ons’ ending. Then add 

the imperfect endings. Here we see 3 common verbs; faire

meaning ‘to do/make’, avoir meaning ‘to have’ and être

meaning ‘to be’.

Pronoun Devoir Pouvoir

je dois peux

tu dois peux

il/elle/on doit peut

vous devons pouvons

nous devez pouvez

ils/elles doivent peuvent

faire avoir être

Present  
‘nous’ form:

faisons avons sommes* irregular 
to the rule

je faisais avais étais

tu faisais avais étais

il/elle/on faisait avait était

vous faisions avions étions

nous faisiez aviez étiez

ils/elles faisaient avaient étaient
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FRENCH - Foundation tier

Section A - Vocabulary

l’adolescent = the teenager
l’adulte = the adulte
avoir de l’humeur = to have the mood
avoir des enfants = to have children
la beauté physique = physical beauty
le centre d’intérêt = the centre of interest
les cheveux = hair 
la compagnie = the company 
fantastique = fantastic
la fille = the girl            le garçon = boy 
grand = big / tall 
des verres / des lunettes = glasses
se marier = to marry 
pareil = same   
small / short = petit 
porter = to wear / to carry 
des qualités personnelles = personal qualities
rencontrer = to meet
les yeux = eyes  
à mon avis = in my opinion
adopter = to adopt
la carrière = career
célibataire = single / unmarried 
le divorce = divorce
l’église = church 
ensemble = together 
la famille nombreuse = large family
la femme / l’épouse = wife 
les fiançailles (f) = engagement 
le / la fiancé (e) = fiancé
garder = to keep 
heureux-se = happy 
l’homme (m) = man
jeune = young 
la liberté = freedom         libre = free 
le mari = husband
le monde = world 
religieux-se = religious 
rêve = dream 
la robe blanche = white dress
séparé(e) = separated 

Section B – Key questions

Tu as un petit ami / petite amie?= Do you have a 

boyfriend/girlfriend? 

Elle / Il est comment? = how is she / he?

Tu voudrais te marier? / Si oui, à quel âge? = 

Would you like to get married? / If yes, at what 

age?

Tu voudrais avoir des enfants? / Combien? = 

Would you like to have children? How many?

Comment est ton partenaire idéal? = How is your 

ideal partner?

Tu veux un mariage traditionnel? Do you want a 

traditional wedding?

Quelles sont les qualités que tu recherches chez 

un partenaire? = What are the qualities that you 

look for in a partner? 

Section F – Star phrase

Il faut absolument = We absolutely have to – Eg: Il faut 

absolument réfléchir avant de se marier’ = We absolutey have to 

think before getting married’ / Il ne faut  jamais = We must 

never – Eg: Il ne faut jamais se presser en mariage = You should

never rush into marriage. 

Section E – Reasons to get married or not get married

Reasons to get married:

Si on veut avoir des enfants, il est essentiel de se marier = If we

want to have children, it is essential to get married.  

Je veux fonder une famille = I want to create a family. 

Le mariage, c’est un engagement avec mon fiançé = Marriage is

a committment with my fiançé.

Reasons to not get married:

On n’a pas besoin de se marier pour vivre ensemble = We don’t

need to get married to live together. 

Beaucoup de mariages finissent en divorce = Many marriages

end in divorce. 

Le mariage n’est pas nécessaire pour être heureux =Marriage is

not necessary to be happy. 

Section C – Immediate Future VS Simple Future 

tense

The Immediate Future tense: to express future

plans

Present tense of the verb ‘aller’ (to go) + 

infinitive

Present tense of ‘aller’= Je vais/tu vas/il,elle,on

va/nous allons/vous allez/ils,elles vont

Eg: Je vais rencontrer mon petit copain= I am 

going to meet my boyfriend. 

With reflexive verbs, the reflexive pronoun

(me/se/se/nous/vous) has to match the subject.

Je vais me marier = I am going to get married.  

The Simple Future tense: to talk about what

will happen. 

Infinitive + correct endings (ai / as / a / ons / z 

/ ont)

Eg: Je trouverai le prince charmant = I will find

the charming prince. 

Theme 2: Marriage
Section D – Position of adjectives 

In French, most adjectives are placed after the noun they

describe. 

Eg: Elle a les yeux bleus = She has blue eyes. 

However, some adjectives are often placed before the noun.

grand=big, tall / joli – pretty / mauvais – bad / petit – small, 

little, short 

Eg: Mon petit ami a une grande famille.

Remember to add E if the noun is feminine singular and ES if the

noun if feminine plural. 

Useful phrases for this topic:

Ma fiancée est une jolie fille. 

Nous habitons une grande maison en ville. 

J’ai eu une mauvais expérience avec mon ex. 
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FRENCH – Higher tier

Section B – Higher vocabulary

traditionnel(le) = traditional 
la vie = life        vivre = to live    voir = to see 
amour = love     apporter = to bring 
attirant(e) = attractive       attirer = to attract
avoir confiance en / faire confiance à = to trust 
avoir envie de = to feel like / to want
charmant(e) = charming     fidèle = faithful 
continuer ses études = to continue one’s studies
élever = to raise      engager à = to commit to 
être d’accord avec = to agree with 
il/elle me fait rire = he/she makes me laugh
mettre en couple = to get together 
relation amoureuse = romantic relationship
vivre en concubinage = to cohabit 

Section E – Comparatives and Superlatives

For more detailed descriptions use comparatives and 

superlatives. For comparatives, use this sequence:

Plus / moins / aussi + adjective + que

Make sure the adjective agrees with the noun it describes

Eg: Elle est plus âgée que moi = She is older than me. 

Il est aussi grand que son père = He is as tall as his father. 

Use ‘meilleur (e) (es) for ‘better’ when the next word is a noun

and use ‘mieux’ for ‘best’ when the previous word is a verb. 

Eg: C’est une meilleure idée = this is a better idea. 

Il travaille mieux que moi = he works better than me. 

For superlatives, use this sequence:

Le / la / les + plus + adjective

Eg: Elle est la plus gentille de la classe = She is the kindest in the 

class. 

Theme 2: Marriage
Section D – Qui and Que

Qui (who / which / that) is often followed by a verb

Eg: J’ai un frère qui s’appelle Henri = I have a brother who is

called Henri. 

J’ai un ami qui voudrait se marier = I have a friend who would

like to get married. 

Que / Qu’ (whom / which / that) is often followed by a subject

(je / tu / il / elle)

Eg: Une fille que je connais = a girl (that) I know. 

Le garçon qu’elle aime est très drôle = the boy (that) she loves is

very funny. 

Section C – Immediate Future VS Simple Future 

tense

The Immediate Future tense is used to express

future plans

How to form it?

Present tense of the verb ‘aller’ (to go) + 

infinitive

Present tense of ‘aller’= Je vais/tu vas/il,elle,on

va/nous allons/vous allez/ils,elles vont

Eg: Je vais rencontrer mon petit copain= I am 

going to meet my boyfriend. 

Elle va acheter sa robe=she is going to buy her

dress. 

With reflexive verbs, the reflexive pronoun

(me/se/se/nous/vous) has to match the subject.

Je vais me marier = I am going to get married.  

The Simple Future tense is used to talk about

what will happen. 

How to form it?

Infinitive + correct endings (ai / as / a / ons / z / 

ont)

Eg: Je trouverai le prince charmant = I will find

the charming prince. 

Section A - Vocabulary

l’adolescent = the teenager
l’adulte = the adulte
avoir de l’humeur = to have the mood
avoir des enfants = to have children
la beauté physique = physical beauty
le centre d’intérêt = the centre of interest
les cheveux = hair 
la compagnie = the company 
fantastique = fantastic
la fille = the girl            le garçon = boy 
grand = big / tall 
des verres / des lunettes = glasses
se marier = to marry 
pareil = same   
small / short = petit 
porter = to wear / to carry 
des qualités personnelles = personal qualities
rencontrer = to meet
les yeux = eyes  
à mon avis = in my opinion
adopter = to adopt
la carrière = career
célibataire = single / unmarried 
le divorce = divorce
l’église = church 
ensemble = together 
la famille nombreuse = large family
la femme / l’épouse = wife 
les fiançailles (f) = engagement 
le / la fiancé (e) = fiancé
garder = to keep 
heureux-se = happy 
l’homme (m) = man
jeune = young 
la liberté = freedom         libre = free 
le mari = husband
le monde = world 
religieux-se = religious 
rêve = dream 
la robe blanche = white dress
séparé(e) = separated 

Section F – Star phrase

Il faut absolument = We absolutely have to – Eg: Il faut 

absolument réfléchir avant de se marier’ = We absolutey have to 

think before getting married’ / Il ne faut  jamais = We must 

never – Eg: Il ne faut jamais se presser en mariage = You should

never rush into marriage.  



B. Religion and Life Key Knowledge 

Origins of the 

Universe

Christians believe that the universe was designed by God. They believe that God 

created everything ex nihilo and Genesis 1:1-2:3 gives the account of what was 

created each day. Fundamentalists take this as having literally happened. Liberal 

Christians believe it may just be a story and not everything happened literally. 

Similar belief to Christians and the universe was created 
in 6 phases. The Qur’an does not mention a day of rest. 
God’s work never ends as it continues with each new 
birth and see that grows. 

The Big Bang 

Theory 

BBT is the scientific explanation as how the world was created 13.8 billion years ago. As the universe began to expand and cool, the matter that 

had been flung in all directions and became starts. 

Value of the 

world 

There is no value on the world as a hoe as it provides and sustains life. The 

world is believed to have awe and wonder. 

Stewardship: Belief that God has given humanity responsibility to look after the 

world as ‘stewards’. 

Dominion: Some Christians teach that humanity has power and control over all 

other living things. 

Stewardship (Khalifah) Muslims have responsibility to look 
after the planet, both Sunni & Shi’a Muslims follow this 
duty. Humanity seen as the most intelligent life form. 
Respect, nurture and care for the environment. Islam 
doesn't promote the idea of humans having dominion, try 
to work in harmony and sustainable way with the 
environment. 

Use and abuse of

the environment 

God wants Christians to rule over creation in a way that sustains and protects 

the environment. Natural resources have been provided for people to use but 

not abuse or future generations will suffer. Deforestation is a serious issue. We 

should be using renewable energy sources such as reduce, reuse and recycle. 

Population growth has huge implications on the 
environment e.g. need for food, homes and natural 
resources. Muslims are taught the importance of replanting 
in God’s world e.g. recycling, reusing, reducing, water 
responsibly, supporting local nature reserves.

Pollution Air pollution, land pollution, water pollution. Pope Francis wants to help reduce 

pollution. Christians believe that the world is on loan to humans and must 

protect the world. God will judge how responsible people have been to look 

after God’s creation. 

Many forms of pollution causing contamination to the 
environment. E.g. toxic waste, oil tankers, burning fossil 
fuels. Muslims believe that it should be valued and 
restored. Pollution is haram. 

Use and abuse of 

animals 

Christians believe that animals were created by God for humans to use and 

care for. Many believe God values animals but that humans are more 

important because they were created in the image of God. The story of Noah 

and the flood shows that God commanded Noah to take animals into the ark so 

they would be safe. Animal experimentation: Christians generally support 

limited animal testing provided there is no other safe way to carry it out. 

Each animal is valuable to God, animals have been made for 
the benefit of humans but should not be abused. Factory 
farming is haram, Muslims are only allowed to eat meat 
that has been killed according to Shari’ah law. It has to be 
farmed and slaughtered according to Muslim teaching. They 
are not allowed to eat the meat of a pig. Animal 
experimentation is not allowed if an animal has been 
harmed, all suffering must be kept to a minimum. 

Origins of human 

life 

Adam & Eve: Christians believe that humans were created in the ‘image of 

God’. It may mean that humans have a spiritual similarity to God. Science 

believes in evolution and how humans have evolved over millions of years from 

animals. 

God moulded clay and breathed life into it and the first 
human became Adam, Eve was created from the same soul. 
Iblis convinced them to eat the fruit and Iblis became the 
enemy of humans, and regret is an essential part of 
following God. 

Abortion Abortion is the removal of a foetus from the womb to end a pregnancy before the child is born. This happens naturally when a woman has a 

miscarriage, whereas abortion is the deliberate termination of a pregnancy through medical intervention. It is legal in the UK now. 

Christian views 

on abortion 

Christians believe in the sanctity of life and is a God given blessing.. Catholics 

believe life starts at conception and abortion should not be allowed, whereas 

others may oppose abortion but accept that if the child was conceived through 

rape then abortion would be acceptable. 

Sanctity of life is important to Muslims, so when life is 
taken it is a sin. Abortion is generally haram, but can be 
allowed if the mothers life is in danger, as her life takes 
priority, this can include mental harm too. If the foetus has 
medical issues or is conception was the form of rape. 

Euthanasia Types of euthanasia: Voluntary, non-voluntary, involuntary. Forms: active & passive. All forms are currently illegal in the UK and treated as 

murder or manslaughter. 

Christian Views 

on abortion 

Many Christians believe that taking a life is interfering with God’s plan & is 

open to abuse of the system. Against sanctity of life. Can help people who are 

suffering to understand the suffering of Jesus. Some believe the drugs we have 

are God-given and should be used. 

Sanctity of life, if a person is suffering there may be a 
reason e.g. testing faith. Euthanasia is haram and is 
considered a sin against god, the community and the 
individual. To end a life prematurely is going against God & 
interfering. 

Death and 

afterlife 

Christians believe in heaven and hell and there are many interpretation of them. Christians teach that they need to ask for forgiveness in order

to have a chance to go to heaven. Muslims believe in Akhirah, Heaven & Hell. Their good and bad deeds will be judged and God will decide the 

fate of each individual.  

A. Religion and Life Key Vocabulary 

Abuse Misuse; of the world and the environment 

Adaptation a process of change where an organism or species

becomes better suited to its environment 

Awe A feeling of devout respect, mixed with fear or 

wonder 

Dominion Dominance, or power over something 

Environment The natural world 

Euthanasia The painless killing of a patient suffering from an 

incurable and painful diseases 

Evolution The process by which living organisms are thought to 

have developed and diversified from earlier forms of 

life during the history of the earth

Deforestation The cutting down of large amounts of forest, usually 

because of business needs 

Fundamentalist 

Christian 

Christians who believe that the statements in the 

Bible are literally true and believe there are certain 

basic beliefs that are essential to the Christian faith 

Liberals Christians who believe that the Bible’s authors were 

guided by God, but that not everything they wrote is 

a literal account of what actually happened 

Natural

resources 

Materials found in nature-such as oil and trees- that 

can be used 

Non-renewable

resources

Things the earth provides that will eventually run out 

as there is a limited amount of them; e.g. oil, coal, 

gas

Renewable

energy

Energy that comes from a source that does not run 

out, such as wind or the sun 

Responsibility A duty to care for , or having control over, something 

or someone 

Pollution Making something dirty and contaminated, especially 

the environment

Quality of life The general wellbeing of a person, how good their

life is. 

Sanctity of life All life is holy as it is created by God; Christians 

believe that human life should not be misused or 

abused 

Stewardship The idea that believers have a duty to look after the 

environment on behalf of God 

Sustainable 

development 

Building and progress that try to reduce the impact 

on the natural world for future generations 

Universe All of time and space 

Vegan A person who not eat animals or food produced by 

animals 

Vegetarian A person who does not eat meat or fish 

Wonder Marvelling at the complexity and beauty of the 

universe 

RE KS4 Religion and Life 



RE KS4 Exam Skills  

B. Exam Style Questions:

Question Type Example Questions

1. /1 Marks 

Multiple Choice, chosen out of 4 

option 

1. Which one of the following is a religious theory about how the universe began?

A The big cloud.   B Creation.   C Collision theory.   D Atomic theory

2. Which one of the following means being gently and painlessly put to death? 

A Stewardship. B Euthanasia. C Evolution. D Dominion.

3. Which one of the following means that human life is precious and sacred?

A Quality of life   B Meaning of life    C Length of life     D Sanctity of life 

2. /2 Marks 

Short-answer (asking for two 

facts), one mark for each of two 

correct points 

1. Give two examples of what religious believers might do to help to carry out the 

duty of stewardship.

2. Give two religious beliefs about pollution.

3. Give two reasons why some religious people do not eat meat.

3. /4 Marks 

Asking for two ways in which 

practices influence Christians 

today or two contrasting ways in 

which religion is practice or two 

contrasting beliefs in 

contemporary British society.

1. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary British society about abortion.

2. Explain two similar religious beliefs about the use of animals for food.

3. Explain two contrasting religious beliefs about euthanasia

4. /5 Marks 

Asking for two Christian practices 

about a philosophical or ethical 

issue plus reference to scripture 

or sacred writings 

1. Explain two religious beliefs about animal experimentation.

2. Explain two religious beliefs about the afterlife.

3. Explain two religious beliefs about how peoples’ actions in this life affect what 

happens to them in the afterlife.

5. /12 Marks

Evaluation question. See grid for 

the criteria about what is needed 

in this question. Must include 

sacred writings/scripture.

1. 5 ‘It is not reasonable to believe in life after death.’ Evaluate this statement. 

2. ‘Evolution proves that religious beliefs about the origins of life are wrong.’ 

Evaluate this statement. 

3. ‘Abuse of the environment is impossible to stop.’ Evaluate this statement. 

A. Key Vocabulary: What does this mean?

Contrasting Two different points

Explain Identify at least two relevant points and 

demonstrate understanding by developing 

your points. 

Evaluate Consider different viewpoints and arrive at a 

judgement. 

Explain 

different 

attitudes to… 

Different views towards an ethical or 

philosophical issue or belief

Give Two examples of… or two beliefs… 

Why Requires a reasoned consideration of a 

single point of view through a logical chain 

of reasoning

Sacred writings/ 

scripture

Religious resources such as The Bible or The 

Qur’an. This is asking for quotations, a 

statement of belief, a prayer, a statement 

from a religious leader, a quotation from a 

religious text 



Section A: Key Vocabulary

Vocabulary Definition

Formal Elements of 

Art

Line, Detail, Colour, Tone, Shape, 

Form, Texture, Pattern

Observational

drawings

Drawing what you see after 

careful looking

Primary Sources Using objects that you have in 

front of you to work from

Secondary Sources Finding ideas to work with -from 

the internet / books

Combine ideas Bringing different ideas together

Develop ideas Moving an idea on from your 

staritng point, changing it

Refine ideas Making your ideas better each 

time you experiment

Experiment Trying out ideas, trying different 

styles, layouts, materials

Select resources Choosing different ways of 

working, different materials

Produce a series of 
outcomes

Creating several different 

artworks, experimenting

Artist influence & 

Contextual sources

Research artists and art history, 

examining and using their style

Annotation Writing about your work or work 

of others, describing and 

evaluating

Techniques Ways / methods of working in 

different ways with art materials

Collage Incorporate different materials 

e.g. sticking papers 

together

ART

The Human Image
Annotate your own work:
Write about the artwork, 
describe, explain, evaluate, 
compare. Do you like it? 
Which parts  are effective? 
What could you change? How? 
Why?
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 Extending your work :
Develop your homework and 
classwork further by creating a 
drawing, painting or collage in the 
style of the artist based on a 
photograph.

Presentation:
Key concepts, techniques and 
materials include:

Composition / Layout / Title / 
Background / Text box / 
Watercolour wash / Tea stain / 
Collage/ Ripped paper / Old Book 
pages / maps.

The Four Stages of Image 
Analysis:

Level 1 Describe - literally 
describe the subject. 

Level 2 Analyse - formally 
describe in terms of line, 
colour, values, symmetry, 
style (-ism), historical 
context, etc… 

Level 3 Interpret - assign 
meaning to the subject, 
what's being expressed, what 
it means, symbolizes. (What 
is the ‘mood’.) 
Level 4 Judge - use all of the 
above to form a personal 
response to the piece.

Dominic Beyler
https://dominicbeyeler.com/

Jane Beata
https://www.jan
ebeata.com/

Minjae Lee
https://www.gren
omj.com/gallery

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?app=desktop&v=61DZqjNP_A
M

https://www.ar
tsupplies.co.uk
/blog/15-
watercolour-
painting-
techniques-
every-artist-
should-try/
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Section A: Instruments

MUSIC – AOS4: Popular Music

Electric Guitar

Bass Guitar

Guitar Techniques

Palm muting Use the base of the picking hand to rest on the strings as you’re 
playing – creates a more muffled sound

Vibrato Pushing and pulling the string up and down a little – gives a more 
wavy sound to longer notes

Bends Pushing the string upwards on the fret board – changes the pitch of 
the note slightly

Hammer ons
and pull offs

Rather than plucking the string again to create another note, either 
put your finger down hard on the fretboard or pull it off quickly –
creates another note without having to pluck again

Slides Slide your finger up or down the string once plucked – creates a 
glissando effect

Synthesiser

Voice Types

Soprano – high 
female

Alto – low female

Tenor – high 
male

Bass – low male

Lead singer

Backing vocals

Section B: Structure

Verse/Chorus Incudes intro, verses, chorus, bridge, 

middle 8, instrumental and outro

Strophic Just verses, no other sections so would 

be like A A A A A

32-bar song 

form

32 bar sections which consists of A A B A 

with each section lasting 8 bars

12-bar blues Same as in jazz, 12 bar sections which 

follow this chord pattern: I I I I IV IV I I V 

IV I I

Section C: Melody & Pitch

Hooks A melody which is catchy and easy to 

remember

Repetition Playing the same thing again

Conjunct Stepwise movement

Disjunct Moving in leaps (anything more than the next 

adjacent note)

Section D: Rhythmic Devices

Cross rhythms/ polyrhythms More than one different rhythm occurring at the same time

Dotted rhythms Long then short note, sounds skippy

Diminution Note values are halved, it sounds like the music gets quicker

Augmentation Note values are doubled, it sounds like the music gets slower

Constant beats Regular, steady note lengths

Long-held notes Gives the impression of slowing the pace or adding an additional effect

Hemiola When the music sounds like it’s in a different time signature but it’s not

Syncopation When the music is ‘off-beat’

Section E: Harmony

Chord 

Progression

Patterns of chords that form the basis 

of sections of the song

Parallel 

movement

When chords/triads move by step

Riffs A repeated device, e.g. a chord 

pattern, rhythm, melody or bass line

Rock chord 

symbols

Instead of using roman numerals we 

use letters that link to the lowest 

note of the chord. E.g. C = C E G 

whereas Cm = C Eb G

Section F: Fusions and Bhangra

Musical fusions are when 2 or more styles of music are blended together. You need to know about Bhangra but in the 

exam there could be any 2 styles of music fused from any of the other areas of study we have looked at. Please look at 

the textbook or Focus on Sounds to see the specific Indian instruments and musical features that are used. General 

musical characteristics are listed below. 

Tempo Fast/moderate, lively and upbeat

Structure Uses the traditional verse/chorus structure

Melody Repetitive, simple, limited in range, uses embellishments to decorate, often dips at the ends of phrases, 

uses microtonal intervals (smaller than a semitone). Ideas are sung and/or played.

Rhythm Use of chaal rhythm (see textbook), syncopation, 4 beats per bar

Instruments Use of Indian instruments (see textbook) mixed with Western instruments, sometimes with drum 

machines either added or used to replace traditional instruments

Technology Uses drum machines, synthesisers, samples from other music, mixing, scratching (DJ technique)

Lyrics In Panjabi, often mixed with English, covering subjects such as love and relationships

Texture Various layers can be identified

Style Changed from simple folk music to club dance music; pop music styles include disco, reggae, hip-hop, rap



BTEC TECH AWARD IN PERFORMING ARTS COMP 2: 

DEVELOPING SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

Section C: Vocabulary

Component 2 LA.A/LA.B Development of skills in rehearsal and application of skills in performance

Vocabulary Definition

Characterisation The way that people are presented and shows the traits, motives, 
and psychology of a character in a narrative.

Communicate To convey ideas or information to others.

Confident Demonstrate secure application of skills or processes, with no need 

for prompting.

Contextual Factor Factors which reflect a particular context, characteristics unique to a 

particular group, community, society and individual. This will 

contribute to how a character is portrayed on stage.

Explore Try out the techniques or processes through practical investigation.

Focus Where the attention of an audience can be drawn to, based on what 

is happening in a performance space.

Genre A type of performance i.e. Musical Theatre

Interpretation Choices you make about the way to play a scene. This includes all 

aspects from staging, as in set, all the way  to the actions.

Justify Give reasons or evidence to support an opinion.

Narrative A spoken or written account of connected events; a story or events 

in a play

Refining Improve work, taking feedback into account.

Style The way the narrative is told. i.e. You can use a subdivision of the

genre musical theatre to tell a story in the style of a rock musical or 

a book musical.

Section D: Vocabulary 

Component 2  LA.C Review of own development and contribution to the performance
Term Definition

Analyse Examine methodically and in detail.

Appropriate Select and use skills in a way that reflect the aim.

Describe Give a clear, objective account in your own words, showing recall, and in some cases application, of relevant features of 

information. 

Explain Provide details and give reasons and/or evidence to support an argument.

Evaluate Bring together all information and review it to form a conclusion, drawing on evidence, including strengths, weaknesses, alternative 

actions, relevant examples or information.

Identify Indicate main features or the purpose of something.

Select Choose the best or most suitable option related to specific criteria or outcomes.

Section A 

Component 2 LA.A: Developing skills and techniques 

You will participate in workshops in a variety of styles to develop 

techniques and skills to perform a scripted piece.

Physical skills Definition

Body language The non-verbal way in which a person 
communicates their physical and mental state 
through using facial expressions, gesture and 
posture.

Blocking The process of placing performers in a specific 
space on stage.

Eye contact The state in which two people look directly into 
one another's eyes.

Facial expression An aspect of body language, using the face to 
convey emotions or feelings.

Gesture A movement of the head, hand or other body part 
to express meaning.

Gait How a character walks.

Levels Levels can be created through position of the 
body, set or staging and can reflect relationships.

Mannerisms Small, repeated movements specific to a 

character.

Movement

memory

When your body is able to recreate the exact 
same movements, gestures, subtleties of a 
specific piece of direction, every time.

Multi-roling When a performer plays more than one 
character. 

Mime Acting through body movement without the use 

of speech.

Posture The position in which someone holds their body 
when standing, sitting or walking.

Pace The speed of a performer’s movement.

Proxemics The distance between performers on stage that 
shows the relationship between characters.

Reaction/interacti

on with others

When two or more people communicate with 
or react to each other. This can be verbally or 
non-verbally.

Spatial awareness Helps an actor to move efficiently and effectively 
on stage knowing the whereabouts of other 
actors, sets, props, the limits of the stage and 
lighting.

Split-role This is where more than one actor plays the same 
character.

Stance The way in which someone stands.

Status Position of an individual in relation to another or 
others, especially in regard to social or 
professional standing.

Quality of 

movement

Can help to emphasise character type to an 
audience. For example, a performer playing a 
fairy might move with a light and flowing quality, 
whereas a performer playing a troll might move 
with a much heavier, stomping quality. Quality of 
movement can help create atmosphere, mood 
and emotion in a scene.

Section B Vocabulary 

Component 2 LA.A: Developing skills and techniques 

Vocal skills Definition

Articulation The ability to make every sound and 
consonant clear.

Ellipsis A series of dots… that indicate a 
pause of the intentional omission of 
a word, sentence or whole section 
from a piece of text

Emphasis The pressure on individual words 
that makes them stand out. 
Emphasis or stress for a particular 
effect is significant and can change 
the meaning of a sentence as well as 
the feeling behind it.

Intonation The rise and fall of the voice which 
can be used to create meaning. E.g. 
a rise in intonation at the end of a 
line can indicate a question.

Monotone A voice that doesn’t change in pitch 

or tone.

Projection A strong, clear and loud voice.

Pace The speed at which lines are 

delivered

Pause A short break in speech for dramatic 

effect

Pitch How high or low the voice sounds.

Staccato Speech with an abrupt and broken 

rhythm

Subtext The meaning beneath action or 
speech. The real feelings of a 
character that they many not show 
or express to another character

Tone and vocal colour The emotional sound of the voice, 
e.g. frightened, angry, joyful.

Volume How loud or quiet the voice is
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Section A: Key Vocabulary

Tier 2 Vocabulary Definition

Analyse Write about patterns in the situation 

in detail and make conclusions.

Compare Write about the similarities and 

differences without a conclusion.

Design Write detailed instructions for 

carrying out the investigation.

Tier 3 Vocabulary Definition

Spectral Type A letter designation given to a star 

based on its temperature.

Spectral Line A spectral line is like a fingerprint that 

can be used to identify the atoms, 

elements or molecules present in a 

star, galaxy or cloud of interstellar gas.

Parallax The apparent movement of nearby 

stars against distant stars due to the 

movement of the observer.

Absolute 

Magnitude

A measure of how bright a star would 

appear if it were 10 parsec from Earth.

Radio telescope A radio telescope is a specialized 

antenna and radio receiver used to 

detect radio waves from astronomical 

radio sources in the sky.

Telescope Array A telescope array is a group of 

telescopes arranged so that, as a set, 

they function similarly to one giant 

telescope.

CCD Charge coupled devices, or CCDs, are 

sensitive detectors of photons that 

can be used in telescopes instead of 

film or photographic plates to 

produce images.

EM Spectrum The electromagnetic spectrum is the 

term used by scientists to describe the 

entire range of light that exists.

Section B: Stars

HR Diagram

Distance to Nearby Stars

The distance to a nearby star is calculated using the 

equation:

𝑑 =
1

𝑝

d = distance to the star measured in parsecs

p = parallax angle measured in arcseconds

Example: A star has a parallax angle p of 0.723 arcseconds. 

What is the distance to the star?

Answer: d = 1 / p = 1 / 0.723 arcseconds = 1.38 parsecs

GCSE Astronomy

Section C: Exploring the Universe

Radio Telescopes

Telescopes and the Atmosphere



ONE: Key Vocabulary

Word Definition

Closed skill
Skills that are performed in a predictable 
environment. E.g. a Player taking a line 
out in Rugby.

Complex skill
A skill which requires a lot of focus and 
decision making to perform.

Motor Skill

Learned actions or learned behaviours 

with the intention of bringing about 

predetermined results

Feedback

Information that is given to a performer 
either during or after their performance 
with the aim of improving future 
performances.

Guidance Given to aid the learning of a skill.

Mental 
preparation

The rehearsal of a physical skill that takes 
place within the mind of the performer 
without any actual physical movement.

Open skill

These are affected by the environment 
and are predominantly perceptual as 
they must be adapted to suit the 
environment. These skills are usually 
externally paced. E.g. a pass within a 
game situation in football.

Simple skill

Consists of basic movement actions that 
are not difficult to perform with few 
decisions to make. E.g. A chest pass, a 
straight up and down jump.

Skilful 
movement

A fluent and coordinated movement 
which is efficient, technically accurate 
and aesthetically pleasing.

Skills 
continua

A method of categorising skills along a 
continuum, classified according to their 
level of difficulty.

THREE: …

Specific A specific goal, not a vague desire to 
improve 
Measurable There is standard to measure 
progress against 
Achievable The goal is agreed by both the 
performer and the coach 
Realistic It is possible to achieve 
Timed A specific time period gives the goal 
added focus 

Write your own SMART target:
Specific:

Measurable:

Achievable:

Realistic:

Timed:

What impact did this have?

TWO: Core Questions

Question Answer

Explain verbal 

guidance

This involves using your sense of 

hearing and could involve listening to a 

coach give instructions.

Explain visual 
guidance

This involves the performer being able 

to actually see something using sight 

which could be a demonstration, a 

video, you tube clip or photograph, 

chart, court markings.

Explain 

mechanical 

guidance

This involves the use of objects or aids 

such as RoboGolfPro machine for 

golfers to practice the golf swing, 

floats in swim.

Explain manual 

guidance

This is where the performer can be 

assisted in a physical movement e.g. 

supporting somebody do a gym vault.

Describe 

knowledge of 

results

This is feedback the performer gets 

through the end result of a 

performance e.g. the score, how many 

runs made

Describe 

knowledge of 

performance

This is how the performer feels about 

their actions from the performance 

that has just taken place

Describe what is 

meant by 

positive 

feedback

Feedback about what was good and 

correct about a performance

Describe what is 

meant by 

negative 

feedback

Feedback about what was bad or 

incorrect about a performance

GCSE PE PAPER 2: SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY YEAR: 10 HALF TERM: 4 
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Cambridge National in Sport Science – Sports Injuries

4. Posture and causes of poor posture
Posture is the position in which you hold your body upright against gravity while standing, sitting or lying down . Good posture involves training your 
body to stand, walk, sit and lie in positions where the least strain is placed on supporting muscles and ligaments during movement or weight-bearing 
activities. Causes of poor posture:

Poor stance / gait (walking pattern): For example, bending your knees or hunching your shoulders when standing
Sitting positions: For example, slumping / slouching on the sofa rather than sitting upright
Physical defects: For example, muscles which are weakened around an injured area from a previous injury
Lack of exercise: Lack of core muscle strength means less support. Another example would be when someone is overweight which puts

strain on posture. 
Fatigue (tiredness): Tired muscles are unable to support the skeleton properly and cause people to slouch. 
Emotional factors: For example, when people have low self esteem / lack of confidence, this can affect posture. People suffering from
these factors tend to slouch, look down when walking and have hunched shoulders. 
Clothing / footwear: For example, wearing shoes with high heels causes people to lean forward which affects their posture. 

3. Psychological factors:
- Motivation: Motivation is a combination of the 
drive within us to achieve our aims and the outside 
factors which affect it. Motivation has the following 
two forms, intrinsic motivation and extrinsic 
motivation.
Intrinsic motivation – Motivated by the feeling of 
pride and enjoyment when you have been 
successful. Inner desire to overcome a problem or 
task. 
Extrinsic motivation – Motivated by external 
sources outside of the performer e.g. money, 
rewards, trophies, praise from others, recognition 
etc. 
Aggression: Aggression is defined as “any form of 
behaviour directed toward the goal of harming of 
injuring another live being who is motivated to 
avoid such treatment” This can be divided into two 
parts; hostile and instrumental.
Arousal:  Arousal is an individual’s level of 
excitement and readiness to perform.  Over arousal 
is where a performer can feel overly ‘psyched up’ 
for a game or match. Under arousal is on the 
opposite end of the continuum and would be 
associated with characteristics whereby a 
performer appears to be acting lazy, sluggish and 
not prepared for the activity. 
Anxiety: Anxiety is a feeling of worry, nervousness 
or unease about something with an uncertain 
outcome. An athlete suffering from anxiety will 
usually underachieve. In sport anxiety is linked to a 
lack of concentration and focus

Pelvic Tilt Lordosis Kyphosis Round shoulders Scoliosis

Difference in length of 
legs (one is longer than 
the other) results in 
additional weight being 
put onto one side of 
the pelvis. Person may 
appear to be leaning to 
one side more than the 
other when they are 
moving.

Spine in the lower 
back is excessively 
curved. People have 
a visible arch in 
their lower backs. 
People with this 
condition often stick 
out their stomach 
and buttocks. 

Curvature of the 
spine which causes 
the top of the back 
to appear more 
rounded than 
normal. 

Shoulders appear to 
lean further forward 
than normal. Upper 
back also bends 
forward. 

Abnormal curvature 
of the spine shape. 
Leaning to one 
side/spine bending 
either to the 
left/right or not 
being able to stand 
straight or bend 
properly. 

5. Sports injuries related to poor posture
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Y10 Design and Technology

Unit 4: Common specialist principles

• Forces and stresses

• Improving functionality

• Ecological and social footprints

• The 6 Rs

• Scales of production

Unit 4: Key Vocabulary

Tier 2 

Vocabulary

Definition

Discuss Present key points about different ideas or 

strengths and weaknesses of an idea Set out 

both sides of an argument (for and against. 

Advantages and Disadvantages), and come to a 

conclusion.

Evaluate Judge from available evidence and consider

several options, ideas or arguments and come 

to a conclusion about their  importance / 

success / worth.

Conclude Make a decision after reasoning something out. 

Usually after evaluating something

Analyse Break down the content of a topic, or issue, into 

its constituent elements in order to provide an 

in-depth account and convey an understanding 

of it.

Tier 3 Vocabulary Definition

Batch Production Making a series or group of identical products

Carbon Footprint The amount of Co2 emitted during a process

Compression Occurs when a pushing force is applied to either 

end of a material 

Continuous 

Production

Making a material, Chemical or product 

continuously using designated equipment

Deforestation The removal of forests and conversion of the 

land by other uses. 

Ecological The concern with the relation of living 

organisms to one another and to their physical 

surroundings.

Laminating Overlaying a flat object or sheet of material 

with a layer of protective material

One-Off 

Production

Making a single product to customer 

specification

Recycle To reprocess or convert waste back into a 

useful material

Reinforcement Adding strength or stiffness to a product

Shear force Is a force that acts on an object in a direction 

perpendicular to its length

Tension Occurs when a pulling force is applied to either 

end of a material 

Torsion Occurs when a material is being twisted

Webbing Ribs of material that provide reinforcement 

inside a product. 

Unit 4: Key Facts

Questions: Answers:

Which production 

method produces the 

most expensive 

products? 

One off Production: 

High material costs

High labour costs

The four different types 

of forces are Tension, 

Compression, Torsion 

and Shear. Explain 

which forces are 

involved in this 

scenario. 

“ A Key breaks as you 

try to open the door”

Torsion due to the twisting of 

the key in the lock. 

Shear due to the breaking of the 

key.

Evaluate why it is 

important for all 

individuals and 

organisations to 

minimise their carbon 

footprint.

To ensure that the planet will 

cope with a growing population

To minimise the damage caused 

to the atmosphere and planet

Discuss what the term 

reduce means in 

context with the 6Rs

Having a rethink through 

thought or action. 

Reduce the number of parts

Fit motion sensing lights to 

reduce energy waste.

Use “energy walks” to ensure all 

appliances are switched off.

Explain what is meant 

by product miles.

The amount of miles a product 

travels through its life time. 

From raw material to end of life. 

Unit 4: Key Diagrams



Term 4  - Skills. The scientific reactions in products

Key Terms
Meaning

Sustainabilit
y of food

*Security on local and global markets & 
communities.  * the challenges to provide the 
world’s growing population with a sustainable,  
secure, supply of safe, nutritious & affordable 
high-quality food.
Issues such as:
• climate change  • global warming • fairtrade
• sustainability of food sources • insufficient 
land for growing food • availability of food  • 
problems of drought and flooding
• Genetically Modified (GM) foods  • Waste.

*Food 
processing 
and 
production

*Food 
production

* primary and secondary stages of processing 
and production. How processing affects 
sensory & nutritional properties of ingredients
• primary processing related to the: rearing,
fishing, growing, harvesting and cleaning
of the raw food material (milling of wheat to 
flour, heat treatment of milk, pasteurised, 
UHT, sterilised & micro-filtered milk)
• secondary processing related to: how the 
raw primary processed ingredients are
processed to produce a food product (flour 
into bread and/or pasta, milk  into cheese and 
yoghurt, fruit into jams)
• loss of vitamins through heating and drying
• the effect of heating and drying on the 
sensory characteristics of milk.
• Make dough for pasta,  shape & finish dough 
using a pasta machine, shape & finish pasta • 
Water based cooking methods using the hob to 
boil the pasta 

Key Terms

Food 
preparation 
and cooking 
techniques

You should be thinking about:
• consider the influence of lifestyle & consumer choice 
when developing meals & recipes
• consider nutritional needs & food choices when 
selecting recipes, including when making
- Decisions about the ingredients, processes, cooking 
methods & portion sizes.  • develop the ability to review 
and make improvements to recipes by amending them 
to include the most appropriate ingredients, processes, 
cooking methods, portion sizes
• manage the time & cost of recipes effectively
• use their testing & sensory evaluation skills, 
- Adjusting where needed, to improve the recipe
during the preparation & cooking process
• explain, justify and present their ideas about their 
chosen cooking methods to others
• make decisions about which techniques are 
appropriate based on their understanding of nutrition, 
food, different culinary traditions and cooking and food 
preparation content in order and combine them into 
appealing meals whilst evaluating the results.

Y10 GCSE Food Preparation & Nutrition

Key Terms Meaning

Sensory 
evaluation

• Sensory 
Testing

• How taste 
receptors 
and

olfactory 
systems work
when tasting 

food.

* Importance of the 5 senses taste, touch & 
aroma, Sight, Sound • preference tests: 
paired preference, hedonic.  • Discrimination 
tests: triangle.  • grading tests: ranking, 
rating and profiling  • how to set up a taste 
panel
• controlled conditions required for sensory
Testing         • evaluating how senses guide
• evaluating a wide range of ingredients & 
food from Britain and other
Countries  • how to test sensory qualities of 
a wide range of foods & combinations.

*Environment
al impact and 
sustainability 

of food

*Food Sources

* Where & how ingredients are grown, 
reared & caught. grown ingredients: fruits, 
vegetables and cereals  reared ingredients: 
meat and poultry. *caught ingredients: fish
*An understanding of:
• organic and conventional farming
• free range production  • intensive farming   
• sustainable fishing  • advantages and 
disadvantages of local produced foods, 
seasonal foods & Genetically Modified (GM) 

Food and the 
environment

* Environmental issues associated with food.   
• seasonal foods  • sustainability eg fish 
farming  • transportation     • organic foods   
• the reasons for buying locally produced 
food      • food waste in the home/ food 
production/retailers
• environment issues related to packaging
• carbon footprint.
• Consider the seasons when selecting
ingredients for recipes using fruits and
vegetables
• Using left over food to avoid wastage, 
whilst considering food waste.

Food Prep Skills Techniques

Prepare, combine 
and shape

 Roll.  Wrap.  Skewer.  Mix.  coat
 layer meat, fish and alternatives
 shape and bind wet mixtures (such as falafels, burgers, fish 

cakes or meatballs)
 demonstrate the technical skill of preventing cross

contamination and handling high risk foods correctly.

Skill 7: Prepare, combine and shape

Food Prep Skills Techniques

Removal of heat  Gelation .  Use a starch to set a mixture on chilling for layered desserts such as custard.

Use protein Set a mixture on heating such as…      Denatured.    Coagulated protein in eggs.

Skill 12: Setting mixtures

SOW term 4 – you will be looking at the following dishes – to help cover the key terms on your AQA course

Quiche- Nutrition. Coagulation. Pastry. Cooking methods – Frying. Baking. 
Pasta- Nutrition. Cooking methods. Use of Oven.               
Lasagne- Nutrition. Cooking methods – Assessment test 
Burgers- Nutrition. Cooking methods – Frying. Cooking H&S. Bacteria. Binding. Oven skills
Cheese cake - Nutrition. Cooking methods – Cooking H&S. Bacteria. Cooking methods. Dairy. Seasonal fruit. Carbs.                       Assessment test
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Section A: Key Vocabulary

Tier 2 Vocabulary Definition

Alloy is a material of a mixture of 
metals or a metal and a non 
metal intermixed. 

Metal alloys have advantages. 
The alloy may contain the 
properties of two or more 
metals or other elements.

Non-Ferrous Metals do not contain iron. There are 

many different metals that 

fall into this group. 

Ferrous Metals contain iron. There are many 

different metals that fall into 

this group. 

Mild Steel is very tough, can be bent or 

twisted and can resist strong 

impacts without breaking. It 

is easy to weld. 

Conductors Are materials that transmit 

heat or electricity

Galvanising Is the process of providing a 

protective zinc coating to 

steel.  Products tend to be 

hot-dipped to provide the 

coating.

Electroplating Can be used to deposit a 

range of metals on the 

surfaces of another metal to 

provide corrosion resistance 

and/or decorative finish.

SectionB2: Key Facts

Brass is an alloy of copper and Zinc. Copper is malleable, 

resists corrosion and is a good conductor of electricity.

Zinc is hard but brittle. Brass is used in musical 

instruments, Valves and in electrical plugs and sockets

Copper  is strong and resists wear and shock. It is ductile 

and malleable and can be joined easily. It is an excellent 

conductor and resists biofouling although it is rather 

expensive

Stainless Steel Contains about 1% carbon. It also contains 

other metals, mainly chromium. There are over 200 

different types of Stainless Steel. They contain a minimum 

of 11% chromium and also contain nickel. 

Aluminium  Pure aluminium is malleable and ductile but 

has a low tensile strength (aluminium foil). To improve 

strength it is usually alloyed with copper or magnesium. 

Because it resists corrosion it is used extensively outdoors 

in satellite dishes and window frames

BTEC Engineering

Section C– Characteristics of materials

CONDUCTIVITY

is the ability of a material to 
conduct heat or electrical 
energy

STRENGTH

is the ability of a material to 
withstand a force without 
breaking or bending

TENSILE 
STRENGTH

is the ability of a material to 
withstand forces stretching it 
from side to side. 

MALLEABILITY

is the ability of a material to 
permanently deform in all 
directions without cracking

DUCTILITY

is the ability of a material to 
deform, usually by stretching 
along its length

HARDNESS

is the ability of a material to 
resist wear, scratching and 
indentation

TOUGHNESS 

is the ability of a material to 
withstand blows or sudden 
shocks without breaking

DURABILITY

is the ability of a material to 
withstand wear, especially as a 
result of weathering
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10A  Construction Spring Term 2

Unit 2 LA A Science 
Section C - Common Construction Materials

Material Properties Uses

1. Cement: 

limestone with 

clay and fine 

sands

• Dense
• Good compressive and 

tensile strength
• Fast setting time
• Heat of hydration

• mortar
• laying floors
• pipes
• fence posts
• large structures e.g

bridges, dams, tunnels

2. . Concrete: water, 

cement and 

aggregates

• plastic/malleable when 
mixed

• strong/durable when 
hardened

• houses/skyscrapers
• bridges/dams
• pavements

2. Aggregates: 

crushed and 

uncrushed

• durable
• abrasion and skid resistant
• absorbent

• reinforcement
• foundations
• roads/railways

4. Timber: 

softwoods and 

hardwoods

• stiffness
• elasticity
• tensile/compressive/she

ar strength

• roofing

• wall panelling

• framing windows/doors

5. Masonry: bricks 

and blocks

• dense
• good compressive 

strength
• thermal/acoustic 

insulation

• low rise buildings
• walls
• arches and cornices

6. Plastics: 

processing crude oil

• corrosion resistant
• low electrical 

conductivity
• low thermal 

conductivity
• High strength to weight 

ratio

• UPVC window/door 
frames

• insulation
• piping

7. Steel: iron and 

carbon

• Formable
• Durable
• Good tensile/yield 

strength
• Thermal conductivity

• foundations
• steel frames
• roofing
• outbuildings

8. Aluminium: mixed 

with copper and zinc

• light weight
• corrosion resistant
• ductile
• strong at low 

temperatures

• shop fronts
• stadiums
• roofing
• handles/catches for 

windows

9. Glass: made from 

silica 

• transparent 
• heat resistant
• chemical resistant
• withstands pressure

• glazing (windows)
• partitions
• decorative cladding

Section A - Mass and Force

Vocabulary Definition

Mass The amount of matter in an 
object.  Measured in 
kilograms

Weight Can be measured by 
multiplying mass by the 
force of gravity

Force of Gravity 9.81m/s² 

Acceleration Measured in metres per s²

Force Measured in Newtons (N) 
or Kilo Newtons (kN)

Density Mass per unit volume or 
how compact a material is.

Types of Force

Compression        Tension  Bending Torsion         Shear

Section B- Effects of Temperature

There are three states of 
matter:
1. solid – volume and 

shape are fixed
2. liquid – volume is 

fixed but shape is not
3. gas – neither volume 

nor shape are fixed.

Hooke’s Law
Every material has a ‘constant’ value of 
elasticity.   This is proven by Hooke’s Law.

Young’s Modulus of Elasticity
Young's modulus is a measure of the 
ability of a material to withstand changes 
in length when under lengthwise tension 
or compression. 

Effects of Temperature

Thermal

Expansion

length m x temperature rise 
°C x coefficient

Sensible Heat Heat stored in the material 
(J)

Specific heat 
capacity

Amount of heat required to 
change a unit mass of a 
substance by one unit of 
temperature.

Freeze-Thaw
Action

water penetrates the 
concrete or masonry then 
repeated freezing and 
thawing force the breakup 
the concrete or masonry as 
the ice expands in the 
cracks.



COMPUTER SCIENCE

B – Advantages and Disadvantages of NetworksA - Networking Vocabulary

Keyword Definition

Hub Broadcasts data to all connected devices

Switch Uses MAC address to direct data packets

Bridge Connects LANs and check device is they before sending data

Data Packets Small bits of data to transmit on a network that includes information 
about where the data is going to, where it is from and how to reassemble 
it

IP Internet Protocol – used for addressing data

TCP Transmission Control Protocol – used to transmit the data between two 
devices using packets

Network Topology The arrangement of the elements of a communication or computer 
network

C – Network Layers

The layers in the TCP/IP protocol 
stack perform specific operations:
1. Application – where network 

applications operate
2. Transport – where 

communication is set up 
including agreed language and 
packet size

3. Network – where packets are 
addressed and routed

4. Data Link – where network 
hardware and OS drivers 
operate

D – Iteration Syntax

WHILE Loops
A While loop can be used 
to repeat code until a 
condition is met or while 
a condition is true

For Loops
A For loop can be used to 
repeat code a certain 
amount of times



INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

C – Consequences of LossA Malware Vocabulary

Keyword Definition

Adware Adware generates revenue for it’s author

Bot Bots take control of a computer system

Bug Bugs are connects to software and are a flaw that produces an unwanted 
outcome

Ransomware Ransomware hold a computer system captive and demands a ransom, 
usually money, to release it

Rootkit A rootkit is designed to remotely access or control a computer system 
without being detected by the user or software

Spyware Spyware can collect data from an infected computer, including personal 
information like websites visited, user logins and financial information 

Trojan horse A Trojan horse is a standalone malicious program designed to give full 
control of an infected PC to another PC

Virus A virus attempts to make a computer system unreliable

Worm A worm is a standalone computer program that replicates itself so it can 
spread to other computers

1. Financial – accounts may be lost, invoices from that day 
corrupted, records of debts. Potential compensation to pay if 
personal information is targeted. Increased costs for new 
security. Customer confidence affected moving them onto new 
businesses

2. Data – Timing of data meaning transactions or tasks cannot now 
be complete, time delay to restore back up and replace work, 
emails attacked losing contact details, possible identity theft

3. Reputation – Not seen as safe or trustworthy with customer 
data

B Social Engineering Vocabulary

Keyword Definition

Phishing
Phishing tries to get users to input their credit or debit card numbers, or 
security details or log-in details into a fake website

Pretexting Pretexting is when a cybercriminal lies to get data or information

Bating Baiting tries to get victims to give cybercriminals the information they need

Quid pro quo
Quid pro quo tries to disable anti-virus software so that software updates 
usually malware, can be installed to gain access to a computer system

Phishing
Phishing tries to get users to input their credit or debit card numbers, or 
security details or log-in details into a fake website

D – Consequences of Disruption

1. Operational – Time to reinstall applications and backup data, 
recovering data lost, checking data and systems are restored 
and safe

2. Financial – Loss of customers and hence revenue, possible 
compensation, increased security costs

3. Commercial – cannot function or run the business, possible 
safety issue if a power station (Sellafield)

E – Consequences of Safety

1. Individuals – Targeted government website attack could risk 
national security e.g. prison service and release dates. Transport 
attack controlling rail network. Identify theft and black market 
on dark web

2. Equipment – Devices used as bots in a DDoS attack that run 
safety applications, cannot access data needed to maintain 
safety or help public services

3. Finance – personal safety if finances attacked, lack of funds to 
pay for essentials



COMPONENT 1 - Business Enterprise

• Investigate the factors that contribute to the success of an enterprise 

EXTERNAL FACTORS

External factors can not be controlled by the enterprise. Once 

the enterprise has been made aware of changes they need act 
on them and over come them!
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External factors which may impact an enterprise might be:

• Cost of energy (variable costs) – Gas, Electricity, Oil 

• The cost of raw materials – these are items which are needed 

for producing a product (wood for a joiner for example)

• The cost of borrowing money – if you borrow money from a 

lender you will have to pay interest on the loan. If the interest 

rate goes up then so does your cash outflow.

• Rent on a premises – if rent goes up then this impacts your 

enterprise’s costs.

Increase and decrease in costs is known as fluctuation. Enterprises 

need to be prepared for costs to fluctuate. 

MARKETING (External factor)

• Marketing costs a lot of time and money and these costs can 

also fluctuate. In these instances enterprises might choose to 

use free marketing e.g. social media, blogs, vehicle 

advertising, email campaigns. 

• They may also choose low cost marketing: radio advertising, 

business cards, flyers or newspaper advertising. 

SELLING COSTS  (External factor)
• When selling the enterprise must consider wages (they can rise 

and the minimum is set nationally), packaging the goods and 

delivering the goods (the cost of the raw materials can also 

rise)

GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS

• Costs can rise due to companies (such as insurance 

companies) needing to cover their costs.

• Costs can also rise when governments make changes such as 

to wages, taxation and pensions.
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Revenue is how much an enterprise earns from selling its goods and services. Changes in revenue happen when the amount of 

money an enterprise receives goes up or down. Enterprises cant also stop or influence the changes in revenue, but they have to 
respond to the changes to ensure they are still successful.

Competitors
What are competitors doing which might impact your revenue?
What new enterprises are coming into your market?
How can you attract customers or encourage repeat purchase to gain 
competitive edge?

Consumer Confidence
This means how much confidence consumers have in the economy. 
• If the economy is growing peoples jobs will be safe and they’ll 

spend.
• If the economy is in recession people will be uncertain about the 

future and will be less confident in spending.
• This impact the revenue of enterprises. 

Consumer behaviour
Consumer tastes have an impact on revenue  - this creates a social 
pressure on enterprises to change their product portfolio.

Consumer legislation
Sometimes things which enterprises sells are:
Banned – they become illegal
T&Cs change – for example how goods can be packages/promoted
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Hair and Beauty

Section A

. 

Section B

Section C Section D

Trades and businesses linked with the hair and beauty sector
• manufacturers (developing and manufacturing new and existing products and 

equipment) 
• wholesalers (selling to salons and practitioners)

• trichologist (supporting the sector by dealing with a range of diseases and 
disorders of the hair and scalp

• retail (selling associated products and equipment for use within the sector)
• media (supporting the sector by working with modelling agencies, TV / film, 

fashion, theatre, advertising etc.
• leisure industries (reliant upon the spa, beauty and hair industries with 

businesses running simultaneously).

Transferrable skills learnt in the hair and beauty industry
• leisure industries eg entertainment, recreation, sports, and 

tourism (linked by communication, customer facing skills 
and anatomy and physiology)

• cosmetic research and development and para-medical 
services eg laser treatments, cosmetic injections (linked by 

extensive knowledge of anatomy and physiology and 
diseases and disorders) 

• journalism (in the subject area of specialism – hair / 
beauty).

The hair and beauty sector employs 0.87% of the total 
workforce in the UK and contributes to the UK economy 

with an annual turnover of over £6 billion (Habia 2012). It 
provides a range of employment opportunities, supports 

many other industries and sectors and is an attractive 
option for many young people looking to work in a 

creative industry. 

Explain - Make (a situation, idea, process, etc.) clear or easier to understand by giving 

details (..how..) Give the stages or steps, etc. in a process, including relationships, 

connections, etc. between these and causes and effects.

Discuss - Talk/write about a topic in detail, considering the different issues, ideas, 

opinions related to it 

Extended response questions

Resource factors: - Specialist skills

Economic factors – State of the global economy

The purpose and use – Function and benefits

Ethical and social factors: - Diversity, cultural, morally

Legal requirements: - Legislations

Technological developments: - Recent developments

Links to other businesses: - other businesses that could benefit the 

salon.

Planning for a magazine article. 

notes from market research conducted by interview, questionnaire or visits, or from 

secondary research 

mood boards containing 2D/3D displays, photographs, plans, sketches, diagrams, 

accessories, nail art, hair pieces, makeup, clothing

story board/timeline showing the chronological process of the design image idea, 

through to its completion 

presentation slides including images of the design process and any other relevant data

action plans

Feedback methods for  magazine article
Self-evaluation - making realistic comparisons 

Peer-to peer assessment 
Teacher’s review of performance - steps for future 

improvements 

Command words



Birth 
defects

problems that affect the structure or 

function of organs or systems in the body 

from birth.

Genetics the study of the traits people inherit from 

their family through DNA

Spina bifida a type of birth defect called a neural tube 

defect which occurs when the bones of the 

spine (vertebrae) don’t form properly 

around part of the baby’s spinal cord.

Health and Social Care RO25 Understanding life stages

Research activity
50 years ago mental illness was not discussed and 

an individual with mental illness was treated in a 

psychiatric hospital or “lunatic asylum” Closure of 

these hospitals began in the 1970’s and patients 

began to be treated in the community.

Many celebrities have in recent years spoken 

about their own mental health problems.

Do you think people’s perception of mental 

health problems has changed?

Do you think there is still a stigma attached to 

people with mental health problems?

Find some examples of people who have spoken 

out about their problems. 

Find out about the eating disorder anorexia 

nervosa. This is classed as a mental health need. 

Do you agree?

Birth 

defects 

can contribute to a range of health problems 

and some can be fatal. They are often long 

term conditions that cannot be cured but the 

symptoms and complications can be controlled 

with treatment. All birth conditions can affect 

physical, intellectual, language, emotional and 

social development.

Genetics play a significant role in the development of 

certain birth defects for example heart defects 

and Down’s syndrome. 

Many sensory problems are caused by 

syndromes or inherited conditions

Non-

birth 

medical 

conditio

ns

can affect anyone at any time of their life. They 

can be due to injury or accident or unhealthy 

lifestyle. Some conditions like anorexia, mental 

ill-health, paralysis, epilepsy or loss of senses 

can occur during childhood and continue 

through to adulthood. 

Financial Cost of special diet, heating, 

medication, clothing, laundry, 

transport, special equipment, need 

of a carer, unable to do paid work, 

extra cost of holidays etc. 

Social Difficulties in socialising outside the 

home.  Access to services for a 

wheelchair user. A condition like 

epilepsy may mean exposure to 

flashing lights/screens could trigger 

a seizure, some individuals feel 

“different” and that people are 

staring at them.

Emotional Long term medical conditions can 

cause depression and other mental 

health issues. Lack of understanding 

from family, friends, employers, can 

lead to feeling isolated and lonely. 

Loss of self-esteem. 

Physical Inability to do things that used to be 

done, tiredness, effects of 

medication, loss of vision, hearing. 

Low immunity to infection and 

viruses.

Quick questions

1. What is meant by a birth 
defect?

2. Describe the possible 
financial implications of 
having a long term medical 
condition.

3. What are the social effects 
for an individual suffering 
from epilepsy?

4. What are the most common 
causes of paralysis?


